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PREFACE
The extraordinary sensation that can be felt when riding a wave is for a
surfer food for the soul, it is an inexplicable feeling; beauty and oneness
truly fill up the days when you surf.
Sometimes consciously, sometimes unconsciously, the rider feels
something growing inside, a relationship with a wave? Perhaps with the
ocean? An addiction? A necessity?
Driven by an unknown feeling, the surfer goes back to the sea and chases
that inexplicable sensation… Again and again, smile after smile, good or
bad weather… It doesn’t matter anymore.
Maybe he or she doesn’t know it yet, but the ocean has slowly become the
place whereby riding waves a new opportunity has arisen... The
opportunity to experience the condition of the: 'no mind.'
Unsure about what’s happening to them, and unable to describe such a
thing, surfers start to feel that their joy of riding is gradually merging with
gratitude, and is becoming indistinguishable… A ‘prayer’ where only
union is left... Guided by an invisible thread, the rider experiences the
inside.
Often the waves caressed by the wind create a little rainbow to their
passage, the turquoise water allows the soul to reflect in it, deepened in
itself, in the infinity of those moments.
Sometimes during my daily life I'm finding myself with a smirk on my
face, with my mind inevitably taking me back to those moments I lived in
the ocean; almost like a trance my body is taken by the feeling evoked by
that thought, and I keep smiling for no apparent reason.
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What a strange joy.
How is it possible that such a simple thing can evoke a sensation so
profound?
My experience always showed me that simplicity is crucial in order to
understand things, but understanding sometimes is not enough;
luckily in the ocean there is something that helps the rider to progress,
something that naturally purifies his or her soul, something that keeps
it honest.
When you step in the ocean you cross the line of a different dimension, a
place and a reality where life is immediately at risk, more than it is on solid
ground. It brings to consciousness a very simple and important thing...
Breath... Without it human life would cease in a few minutes; its
importance becomes priority, and inevitably leads the human being to
become humble.
Humility becomes a great help when pushing your limits a little further,
into deeper waters, allowing you to become aware of another element rising
from the abyss, an element called a shark.
He lives in the oceans as much as he does in daily life, and represents what
in the collective imagination is Evil in his brutality, in his bloodthirsty
character; the demon, the dark being of which many religions testify in
their own way. The elements that mark religions in their forms have been
represented in the ocean and in life since the beginning of time; before any
religion was even born.
What distinguishes surf and related activities from other sports and ways
of life or religions in general is the predisposition to accept the demon as
part of life... The love for the sea is bigger than the fear. In order to live
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and experience the sea in a deeper way it is necessary to have a humble
soul, this humbleness can help you find your true nature.
Then you can live... I can’t say if it will be for eternity or for an eternal
moment, but what I know and what I can tell you is that it’s real, and it is
a true possibility.
These are some of the reasons many people, and sea people in particular,
live their relationship with the ocean in a religious way... It is true, there is
no messing around there.
My relationship with the ocean has given me the opportunity to live and
experience extraordinary moments, and even if sometimes they have been
brutal, they have always been true; the ocean is an inflexible master, he
never lies and is honest in his judgements... If you can manage to follow
the steps that he requires, then you’ll have the opportunity to learn his
secrets.
Listening to the shell in your chest will let you discover that the echo of the
ocean and his waves are also beating within yourself.
In this book I have written what I have discovered by standing on the sea
and on the land. In this book there are two versions of the same story, one
is a fictional story, a fairy-tale; the other one has no fantasies, it’s a true
story; as I have already said they are both written in this book, same words,
same sentences, same paragraphs at the same time, they are identical; but
they have a very important and unique difference; I hope you will discover
this difference, I really wish it for you.

A.L.E.M.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Emanuele Lai also known as Aramu Manu dedicated his life to the
realisation of something that he didn’t quite understand, that was in
his soul, though he couldn’t manage to bring it out; and up to this
point you may say “ Who cares “… Unfortunately what he found is
way bigger than what he thought, and he is quite sure it is something
that may interest you personally, no matter who you are.
Born in Rome in the early seventies, he was left in an orphanage at an
early age and spent his childhood in different families. He didn't
really understand what was happening around him and couldn’t talk
because he was too young.
He visually remembers those moments of his younger days but says
that it is like watching a silent movie.
What he remembers well are the sufferings, the blinding pain of a
brutal childhood stained with blood. Moments, things that a child
should never have to live and suffer.
When he was finally adopted he received great love, but at the same
time he had crazy nightmares, visions, convulsions, and when he was
feverish things worsened.
Emanuele received treatments where according to ”them” a strong
electrical discharge to the brain would have improved his situation.
Let me tell you... He said to me...
My mother's love was the only cure. I remember her praying in the
middle of the night when I was sick; I could feel her positive energy
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easing me down while my father tired from work was uselessly trying
to rest in the room next door”.
Growing up he began to understand that there was something
different about himself. He told me that some of his peers stoned him
and that sometimes he was the victim of real gangs of kids. More than
once, he would go home in bad shape, but sometimes a strange thing
would happen; the shots fired at him would have no effect on him; he
told me that one of the teenagers was shocked and shaken by this…
Stones didn’t touch him!
Growing up he learned to defend himself, and at a later stage in his
life he met a master that through his unusual teachings allowed him
to learn how to defend himself in a different way…
Once he learned his lesson he decided to set off to discover the
unknown and to see if he could go further… Practising in his own
way what he had grasped, and through the discipline of surfing, a
diary, and a four-coloured pen, some answers started to come his way.
During his travels between Europe, Africa, Asia, and Oceania, he
adapted to many jobs, life circumstances and situations… Some
ordinary, some spiritual and very hard to believe if told… During
those trips he learned and studied the populations he came in contact
with, from developed countries to those of the third world, managing in
the meantime to be part of the Italian national surfing team.
Through the events of life and in the ocean he was able to measure
himself against its limits and fears; when these obstacles were
overcome, he discovered his true nature and what he was looking for.
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There was a moment in his life when he thought that he made it, he
really thought that he found what he was looking for, and he was
right… But life wanted to give him one last challenge, something he
never thought possible.
I believe and I hope that by reading this book, you'll understand what
he’s trying to share and why.
Some of the concepts expressed in this book are quite complicated,
unusual… Certain things are not easy to say even if they are true,
and so he decided to make it a bit like a fairy tale…
I wish you a good read.

Arthazastra
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Chapter 1

ONCE UPON A TIME IN
HEAVEN
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God: And so it is decided, in three days you’ll descend into the Earthly
realm and tell humanity the truth, to woman and man alike.
X: Forgive me Lord but I’m pretty sure they already know the truth,
they really don’t need another “one” to tell them what they already
know, right?
God: Yes you are right, but they need “You” to tell them the truth.
X: How can this be possible? I’m by far the worst of your Angels… I
just got promoted here… Everyone knows that humans are messed up.
What am I supposed to do there?
God: You will have to live in their way, understand the problems that
they have, and then, tell them the truth.
X: The truth?... Humans hate to be told the truth.
God: Haha… True…
X: Yes so true… This ain’t funny.
God: Look… You will not be alone, some other angels will be there
preparing the groundwork for you.
X: Preparing the groundwork? Oh no, how can you do this?
You know I’m not good at dealing with nonsense, why don’t you send a
senior super archangel down there? They know how to deal with Earth
realm.
God: I think you are going to be fine. All you have to do is tell them the
truth, how simple is that?
X: And how am I supposed to tell them “the truth” … C’mon, have you
forgotten what they did to the other messengers?!
God: No I have not forgotten, but hey… Don't worry I know that you
will be successful, trust me.
X: It’s crazy.
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God: Love is crazy.
X: Oh please! So what kind of miracles will I have to do!?
God: No miracles.
X: Hang on hang on, let me see if I've got this right… You expect me to
go to the Earthly realm with short notice, no experience, and no ability
to perform miracles?
And how am I going to accomplish this task? C’mon let's finish the day.
God: You will have to write a little book.

After a moment of eye contact...

X: A little book… It sounds so fishy, and what am I supposed to write in
this “little” book?
God: The truth…
X: No way…
God: Tell me young angel, what is it that makes you think that you can’t
make it?
X: And you even ask me that? Earth realm sucks.
I mean, that place is out of control, have you seen all the nasty things
that they do?
C’mon... On Earth there’s nonsense at all levels. I have no idea where to
start; the entire planet is a disaster.
Maybe if you send a hundred thousand angels all at once, maybe they
will listen for a split second.
God: I think one book will do.
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X: I’m not sure about this task… I will have to be born again, I will not
remember a thing of this conversation and I will not remember what to
do… I’m going to be trash down there!
There are billions of people on Earth and each one of them has his or
her own ideas, how am I supposed to tell them the truth?
Mate - It will be a total failure! It’s not that I do not want to do it and it’s
not that I’m ungrateful for the opportunity but this is out of my league.
God: You underestimate yourself…
X: Give me a break… I just arrived here and I didn’t even have time to
learn and enjoy the heavenly things.
For example, that nice angel with all the birds around her, the one with
the braiding and the Ukulele; you know which one I’m talking about
right?
God: Of course, she has been here for a long time. Her name is Vera…
She is forever young; do you know what her name means?
X: No, what does it means?
God: It means Truth.
X: What a coincidence ah!
God: Well, you see my young angel, you do like the Truth.
X: Definitely!
God: I need to tell you... She told me that she likes you too, and that’s
why, if you go to the Earth realm, one of your names will be Manu.
X: Manu… Why?
God: Manu means bird… You see young angel, you don’t know her yet
but you both already know that you like each other.
X: Mmmhh! This idea that you have about sending me to Earth realm is
the craziest thing I have ever heard in heaven. Are you sure?!
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God: Sure I am, and to help you once on Earth realm I will grant you
three things...
X: (Sigh) I’m listening…
God: Firstly... I know that you love surfing, so once on Earth realm I
will instruct some angels to guide you towards the ocean and some very
special surf spots.
Secondly... Knowing that the society on Earth is pretty rough, I will
make sure that you will be guided towards some good masters in order
to learn self-defence and… “The way”.
Thirdly... Knowing that you will strive to achieve your goal I will make
sure that you will be loved along the way.
What do you say?
X: I say that if I cannot do miracles no one will believe me, I will be
like a little cork in the ocean, those things may help but…
God: But what…? All you have to do is tell them the truth, just write it.
X: God almighty... You are not asking me to write a book of truth, you
are asking me to write the truth in a book.
God: Exactly...
X: But you...
God: To know the truth you have to be the truth, you can be the truth,
you did it before, that’s one of the reasons you're here.
X: They will tell me that I’m making it up.
God: Yes they can say that, but… I will give you my name and the
name of your predecessors, I will encode your name in the Bible and no
one will be able to take that out of it, you will be born the day of the
president and in the year above the pyramid, I will also do a few other
things for you, but… I won’t reveal them to you yet.
X: … Are you really really… Really sure about all of this?
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God: Very sure…
X: You do know I have a bad temper right!?
God: I know I know...
X: Oh dear! What a day… (Sigh) I need a moment.
God: Excellent idea young angel… Let me help you…
In the gardens of heaven… Right in the centre, resides an extraordinary
creature known as the 'Tree of Life'.
This central place has become the meeting spot where time disappears
and souls find inspiration and support.
The leaves of the Tree are glowing with truth and purity… In his
presence your perspective is so much in the present… All you can see is
now.
If you have a question of the heart - If your heart yearns to know, you
will find an answer in this wondrous place.
X: It seems to be a good place for a moment, I guess I can go there.
God: Certainly… And you may find more than what you bargained for
if you do.
X: I still think that Earth realm sucks... Among all the planets in the
universe do you really have to send me there?
God: Yes.
X: Yes... Isn't there an easier one available?
God: No.
X: No... (Sigh)... I better go and see this 'Tree of life' ...
God: Good idea.
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Chapter 2

THE TREE OF LIFE

In the magnificence of heaven the young angel slowly walked around
the gardens suspended between the clouds; lighter than a feather his
soul was attracted by an amazing feeling of beauty and oneness, love
and compassion, every step was soft, and filled with calm and placid
moments…
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X: (Thinking aloud) … What a day, I've got no idea of what to write
about the truth, that place is nuts, I've got three days left and I have to
be reincarnated, I wonder what I have done to deserve this?!
Vera: You have done no wrong young angel.
X: Hi Vera!
Vera: Hi Manu!
X: How do you know this name? I’m a nameless angel, God hasn’t
given me a name yet.
Vera: My gift is to read minds, and yes... God did give you a name, and
his own name too; you must reincarnate on Earth realm though. When
you come back you will have sealed your angel name.
X: I see… How did you get your name?
Vera: Many aeons ago I had to go into the Pleiades realm and speak the
truth to the Pleideans; when I returned God gave me his name.
X: Truth.
Vera: Correct young angel, and I have been here since.
X: Vera, I have no idea what to do on Earth realm, could you give me
some advice?
Vera: Just tell the truth.
X: Oh no… You too?
Vera: Just kidding young angel, God sent me here to help you out
before your reincarnation.
X: Thanks, that was a start.
Vera: Don’t be silly, I know why you are here hanging under the tree of
life.
X: I’m sure you do… Mind reader.
Vera: What’s your gift young angel?
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X: Apparently I can tell the truth…
Vera: Ha ha! C’mon what is it?
X: Well, God told me that I cannot do miracles on Earth realm and to
help me get used to it he just told me to switch it off.
Vera: OK, but what gift did you have?
X: I don’t even remember.
Vera: I see… Well, ask your questions to the tree, he will help you.
X: It is my first time, I’m not sure about it, I do not know exactly how
to do it.
Vera: It is simple, you hug the tree with all of your affection and
thankfulness, and the tree will speak to you in your heart, only you will
be able to feel and listen of what he says.
X: OK that’s easy, I love trees!
X goes and becomes a tree hugger… And as predicted, the Tree wakes
up and speaks to him.
The tree of life: Oho! Young angel, your affection is shaking my life
and my leaves.
X: You are such a beautiful tree, my God! What on heaven!
The tree of life: Thanks my young angel, how can I help you today?
X: (X sighs) I have to go to Earth realm in three days, I was wondering
if you could give me some advice.
The tree of life: I see… Well, just tell the truth.
X: Oh no! This is a conspiracy, c'mon big tree…
The tree of life: Tell me young angel, what’s worrying you?
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X: I don’t know where to start to accomplish my task...
The tree of life: I understand; It is a common problem among young
angels, but I have to say… I’ve seen and known many creatures in my
life, but never one like you… You are new to me…
X: Fantastic!
The tree of life: Let me see... Mmmm!
My tip for you is this... Once in the Earth realm, look to avoid getting
filled up with their stories, try to keep yourself in a state of emptiness.
X: Thanks big tree, I understand what you're saying, but the Earth realm
is famous for its ability to fill people up, once born they will certainly
try to fill me with their notions too.
The tree of life: Young angel, do you know why I’m this big?
X: Not sure, but I think it's because you've got big roots.
The tree of life: Yes… And how do you think I got those big roots?
X: I don’t know.
The tree of life: Suffering my young angel, I had to suffer, I had to go
through countless storms, frosts, droughts, floods and more; to reach my
height and support all of those branches I had to develop deep roots,
very deep roots.
You will have to go through the same process once on Earth realm.
The suffering will help you avoid becoming attached to things, and to
also prevent you from being filled up… Very soon you will realise that
their overburdened and weighed down notions do not lead to
happiness… Anyhow, they will stimulate your introspection.
With the pure intention of knowing yourself, and by refusing their
notion you will start looking… That search will lead you to your master,
the one that will teach you about the way, and how to empty yourself
further in order to complete your task.
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He will be born on Earth realm before you, and he too will have a
master, so… Keep in mind that you are not alone, it’s team work, with
each member unique and perfect for their tasks.
X: How will I meet this master once on Earth? There are millions of
souls down there and fake masters everywhere.
The tree of life: Your soul will be attracted to his vibration; on Earth
realm people call it coincidence, in time you will know that things
happen for a reason; he has skills that you do not have yet, learn you
will have to.
X: But if all of this is already set what choices will I have? What kind of
life will I get?
The tree of life: Once you stand for the truth you have the
responsibility to keep it, you can always choose to quit and live with the
consequences of your choice, but you will live a lie.
Yet, even from the inside of the lie you can still make a choice and
become a truthful or semi truthful being, your life is always in your
hands; it will take time and…
X: I understand, I have to suffer.
The tree of life: Yes, but remember, the more you suffer the more your
roots will grow; the more your roots grow the more heights you will
reach, and with new heights… New perspectives, opportunities, greater
vision, and so on.
X:Thanks big tree I admire your wisdom, and I appreciate your words,
but human beings are difficult to deal with, they say they are peaceful
but they are not ... How can I make them understand that peace is better
than winning.
The tree of life: Peace is the only victory...
~ And after a moment of silence ~
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X: How nice it is to talk to you... I'd be here all day listening the words
of life you speak; but now I better go, I wouldn't want to ask you too
many questions all at once, and I need to clarify all of my thoughts as
well. Thanks big tree I'll come around and see you another time...
The tree of life: Thank you young one, come and see me anytime.
~ A moment later X appears to wake up from a dream ~
X: Wow! That was intense.
Vera: Yep… Looks like you had an interesting exchange; the first time
is always a bit special… Well done… I think you're going to be fine.
Would you like to go to the cliff of dreams for a wander?
X: Sure it’s one of my favourite places, what about if we take my
scooter?
Vera: You've got a scooter?! How did you get such a thing in here?
X: Well, knowing that I really like scooters, God allowed me to have it
here on two conditions.
Vera: Which are?
X: No fossil fuel, and no loud exhaust.
Vera: Quite right.
X: It has a zero-gravity engine that uses matter as fuel; I haven’t quite
grasped how it works but I guarantee you, this thing is fast and never
runs out of energy.
Vera: Shall I trust you with this thing?
X: Do you prefer teleporting?
Vera: Nah! Scootering is way more fun, let's go!
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Chapter 3

THE CLIFF OF DREAMS
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The light breeze was gently caressing the two angels faces, they
breathed it together and looked into each other’s eyes with complicity…

Vera: This place!
X: What a magnificent creation! I feel energized more than ever.
Vera: Me too… That’s why places like this exist here as well as in other
realms.
X: I have surfed this place on Earth realm, it’s one of my special spots, I
could feel the energy of the place and a special connection there.
Vera: Yes, and many others like this have been crafted and reproduced
down there for that specific reason; thousands of years ago there was
not much difference between Earth realm and Heaven… Places like this
can help people and troubled souls to reconnect with themselves and
their inner light.
X: That makes a lot of sense.
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Vera: You know what they do these days on Earth with places like this
right?
X: Yes unfortunately I do know, but let’s go down to the sand, I feel like
touching it barefoot, and I want to feel the water as well.
Vera: Good idea, let's go.
Timeless time was passing by as it always does when two souls come to
meet... The afternoon was gently fading away...
X: Vera who are those people with white robes down there on the other
side of the beach?
Vera: Those people are the souls of the book writers and book keepers
murdered when the library of Alexandria was destroyed and burned
down; they were killed a long time ago.
Most of them are already reincarnated, that is why some Earth
prophecies are saying that book writers will save the world.
Their revenge is culture, and the true information found in the freedom
of think, talk and act; some of them are already writing their books...
Even if they were burned in the past, in reality they have always been
kept in the soul of those who created them… You will help them.
X: I will… But tell me…Do you think humans can do it?
Vera: (Sighs) Humans have started to take themselves out of the light
for quite some time, but they still have light inside.
In time they have become arrogant in their choices, and slowly but
surely got to the modern days, with their vibratory level constantly
low… But they still have it, they just need a little help.
X: Vera who are those people down there? They look different…
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Vera: They are very kind souls that haven’t quite reached the angelic
vibratory level, sometimes they can see us.
They are willing to be reincarnated after seven days in heaven, their job
will be to bring balance and kindness to Earth realm.
Most of them will reincarnate as gay men or women due to the fact that
the planet has no need for reproductive souls.
When things aren’t going well they become the clear sign of a system
failure, and from that moment things will change one way or another. It
has already happened in the past.
On Earth realm, most of the time, they are emancipated because they
look different from the majority; people should understand that they are
an important message, and a clear sign of collective consciousness.
X: What are you trying to say!?
God: She’s trying to say that human collective consciousness creates
the society in which it lives.
The collective consciousness feels that there are too many people in the
world for the resources available, and so after death, kind souls sacrifice
themselves to come back to Earth realm as gay in order to show the
other living souls where the solution lies.
X: Hi… I didn’t see you coming…
God: I was already here.
X: I see… Well, while you’re here, will you please explain to me what
unconscious collective or, collective consciousness is?
God: The unconscious collective or collective consciousness is what
humans think without realizing it; it is a thought that lives in silence,
and that manifests in facts… Without the need of any authorization…
How’s your scooter?
Vera: It’s great, we got here in no time.
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X: Yep, it is pretty good, they should get this engine on Earth realm.
God: With caution young angel, I've got specialized angels for those
kind of things… “Sirius” angels.
X: Everything seems so easy here compared to Earth realm, but I
wonder… It’s incredible that they are still a category one civilization.
How can they be so naïve?
Vera: I believe you have to meet the angel of poverty for that answer.
God: Vera is right, why don’t you go and visit him for dinner. He lives
at the bottom of the cliff after this bay; the white house next to the cubic
black rock it's his home.
X: I think it’s rude to show up for dinner without even an invitation.
God: In heaven there is no such thing as being rude.
You still have much to learn young angel, just go and see him, you have
merely two days left after all; he would like to see you.
X: Why would he like to see me when he doesn’t even know me?
God: Yes he does! I have told him about you.
X: Oh really! Vera, are you coming too?
Vera: No, it’s better for you to see him on your own, I’ll catch up with
you another time…
X: Ok then, Bye…
Vera: Bye…
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Chapter 4

THE ANGEL OF POVERTY
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X: (Thinking aloud) Holy rubbish! This place is disgusting, what a
mess… How on Heaven did God allow an angel to collect so much
rubbish?… Far out! I wonder if this angel is a weird hoarder of sorts.
This place is so full of garbage and junk everywhere… So utterly out of
place in Heaven… God almighty…
The angel of poverty: Are you looking for someone?
X: Sure, I was looking for the angel of poverty.
The angel of poverty: At your service young angel…
X: So you are the angel of poverty, nice to meet you.
The angel of poverty: My pleasure young one… You can call me
Nirdaridrya.
X: Interesting name, what does it mean?
The angel of poverty: It means free from poverty.
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X: Very interesting name... You have to forgive me mate but I really
need to ask you this question… How do you collect so much junk in
here?
Nirdaridrya: That’s the question straight shooter… Isn’t it?
X: Well… I never thought that a place like this would exist in heaven…
You must admit that it’s bizarre at best.
Nirdaridrya: Yes I admit that, but please let me walk you through my
humble house.
X: (Thinking) “Oh dear, I really hoped that he wouldn’t ask me that.”
Sure…
Nirdaridrya: This way young one, take your shoes off before coming
in... So what do you think?
X: Wow… I’ve never seen so many jewels and precious things in all the
lives that I ever lived, my goodness…
Nirdaridrya: And this is just the entrance, come through… This is the
lounge, the things that you see here are rare and priceless…
X: So wonderful, the wealth and richness that lies in every corner of this
house is astonishing… How did you manage to collect so many
precious things?
Nirdaridrya: When I was a human I shared my riches for the common
good; one day I was killed by some delinquent that stole it from me; in
the same moment God took me into heaven, giving me this house with
all these unique and precious things.
X: I see… You deserve it.
Nirdaridrya: Please sit down, here, have some water, would you like
some curry with gnocchi?
X: Yes please, they look scrumptious… I have been told to come and
see you, but I have to say… I’m speechless.
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Nirdaridrya: Don’t worry young one, I’ll start the conversation.
I have a question for you… Did you think that the appearance of this
place had anything to do with the inside of it?
X: Yes I did… I never thought that inside and outside could be so
different.
Nirdaridrya: Well I have to say, it is a common reaction even with
experienced angels, that’s why I make it so drastic.
This place is a representation of who I am, and also a visual riddle, a
Koan if you want… Judging things from the surface will not give you
the full picture of it, and will often mislead you to some inaccurate
conclusion.
That brings us to the real problem, and the reason why you are here.
X: The naivety of Earth realm.
Nirdaridrya: Correct… Now… Follow carefully young one.
Earth realm is getting overpopulated in relation to the type of energy
used by humans, they simply cannot keep growing in numbers and
maintain the same power supply.
Continuing to reproduce and multiply themselves without having
developed a proper consciousness towards the planet and to each other
will make any effort to get “more” doomed.
At the same time they cannot be allowed to have a more powerful and
environmentally friendly energy source because they are not disciplined
enough to use it peacefully.
The high-ranking people on Earth cannot disclose the zero energy
engine.
Unavoidably the population is stretching the gap further and further
from their governments and the elite that are living well, and so also the
physical-intellectual and financial gap… And so… Here you are.
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X: I have to tell them the truth.
Nirdaridrya: Correct.
X: What a mess!
Nirdaridrya: That’s expressive.
X: Hence their appearance actually has a different inside.
Nirdaridrya: No, some people are corrupt, and keep secrets for their
own interests.
Who is consciously corrupt is a demon, a being that knows the
consequences of his or her actions and purposely behaves in order to
make the situation degenerate at a level where they can take over the
energy of unconscious or weak human beings.
Controlling another soul is giving them strength and power, they do not
care about the consequence that the being will have to face, they are our
opposite.
X: Do they have a choice?
Nirdaridrya: Yes of course, they always have a choice! Sometimes it's
so easy that it seems a trickery, a deception.
They do their job really well; to the point where it becomes
indistinguishable. If they stop or if they keep going, we can’t know that
because the choice can be changed in an instant, but for that you need
your gut-feelings.
That’s why you should see the angel of games.
X: Mate, are you saying that we can’t fight back demons?
Nirdaridrya: No, I said that you should see the angel of games… She is
willing to help you out, I told her about you.
X: Did you?
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Nirdaridrya: Well, I kind of predicted that our conversation would lead
us to this topic and so I asked her, just in case right? She is willing to
meet you around midnight, the blue house on the lake shores... Top
floor, her name is Texas..
X: Midnight ah! Sure, thanks.
Nirdaridrya: Here, take some jewels, you need them in order to play
with her… She loves these things and will play to get them.
X: Wow! They are beautiful, thanks I’ll go there right away, and thanks
for the gnocchi they were delicious.
Ah… I almost forgot… At the main gate, just before the big pile of
broken bicycles that you have there was a strange guy, he looked like a
homeless person and was talking some nonsense words that I couldn’t
understand, I think he may need some help…
Nirdaridrya: No worries mate! He is the drunken poet, he’s ok, he’s
always like that.
X: Drunk?
Nirdaridrya: Yes he’s love drunk, and he’s writing poems for my
guests… Did he give you anything?
X: Yes he gave me a crushed piece of paper that I threw away in one of
the bins.
Nirdaridrya: He gave you your poem; when you approached the gate
he read your soul, and he made a poem out of it… Go and grab that
piece of paper you threw, you’ll love it.
X: Ok I will. Thanks for the hospitality mate… I better go.
Nirdaridrya: Any time.
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X rushed outside and looked for the paper he threw away. Searching in
the bin he was approached by another scruffy and homeless looking
fellow that said with a reassuring voice…” I have already looked in that
bin, there is nothing there.”
Halfway inside the bin and scratching the bottom X answered as kindly
as he could…” I don’t think that you and I are looking for the same
thing.”
Struck by those words the scruffy fellow awoke and asked … “Are you
also a poet that is searching for the truth in the most unusual and
remote places?”
In that moment X found the trashed paper he was looking for, and
coming out of the bin at once he began to read the content in a low
voice… “The ink is the soul of a pen, the pages are the soul of a diary,
when two souls meet, poetry is born.”
The homeless fellow happily smiled, and looking at X with a banana on
his shoulder said…”Then you are a poet.”
A bit puzzled, X was holding his precious piece of paper, and looking at
the stranger that was slowly on his way, he saluted him with a gesture
of his hand and a smile.
The stranger replied, and nodding his head disappeared around the pile
of broken bicycles.
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Chapter 5

MIDNIGHT WITH TEXAS

A little later, X was wandering around the calm waters of the lake
admiring the heavenly stars; the still atmosphere was surreal, there was
no wind and the lake looked like a huge round mirror; some blue light
in the distance reflected on the water and attracted his attention…
Driven by its shine, he soon reached the entrance of the blue house
where Texas was waiting for him…
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Texas: Here you are young angel, I was waiting for you; come up to the
top floor with me… You can park your scooter underneath the patio.
X: Sure.
Texas: Welcome to my den… Please sit with me, would you like a
drink?
X: Just some water thanks.
Texas: I heard about your task. I’m willing to help but you need to
know how to play games… Can you?
X: Yes I can play card games, pass me the deck...
Texas: I can see by the way you are shuffling that you have learned the
basics, where did you learn?
X: Oh... You know, here and there, with friends.
Texas: And you actually think that you can bluff me so easily?
X: Well, a good player doesn’t reveal his secrets right?
Texas: C’mon spill the beans, where did you learn?
X: Ok… I guess I can make an exception; my previous life me and my
dad played card games together. We really went hard on each other, any
game was good enough to have a chat between us; it was difficult to win
because we knew each others strategies really well… It was fun… And
you? Where did you learn?
Texas: I learnt on Earth realm. I was so much stronger than my
opponents that one day I got accused of being a cheater by some
demons rooted in gambling, they killed me.
Now we know each other a bit better, what about if we start with a
warm up game?
X: Sounds good.

♥ ♣ 20 minutes later ♦ ♠
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X: I've got all your chips, I thought you were stronger!...
Texas: I was just warming up… What about if we play for real!?
X: Ok as you wish, I've got these jewels from Nirdaridrya, he told me
that you will “play the game” for it.
Texas: I will certainly play and put all my knowledge at stake for it, if
you win I’ll tell you everything, if you lose, I’ll take all.
X: I’m not willing to gamble this way, I need to deliver a message to the
Earth realm, I can not play with it.
Texas: You see young angel, sometimes your choice is playing or
leaving the way you come.
X: What about I give you all these jewels and you share your
knowledge with me?
Texas: I do not want you to give me the jewels, I want to play for it!
X: I’m not playing, it doesn’t feel right…
God: Play young one, play with her...
X: Hi… You are always around eh!
God: I am.
X: Ok then, lets play.
Texas: That’s my angel.
X: Sure lets do it.

♥ ♣ After a very tight game ♦ ♠
Texas: So, how did I get all your chips and the jewels too?
X: I think you got lucky on the river a couple of times, that’s pretty
much it!
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Texas: No young angel, the reason why I beat you is totally different.
We both played the game perfectly but your purpose wasn’t there.
X: What do you mean?
Texas: What about if we play for your scooter now?
I’m willing to give everything back to you including my knowledge if
you win; your scooter has more meaning than these jewels for you, and
so more value. Use more of your gut-feelings this time.
X: You're really pushing it now… My scooter ah!?
The silence and a moment of suspense between the two was interrupted
by the sound of a gentle rain in the background… Then…
X: Sure… Deal me in…
God: I’ll deal the game, any problem with that?
Texas / X: Nope!

♥ ♣ Two hours later ♦ ♠
Texas: Well played, you beat me! Your father taught you well; during
the game you managed to understand my strategies and act accordingly,
you won my knowledge.
X: It wasn’t easy to understand your game, I understood how to beat
you when I could no longer afford to lose, and with a bit of luck I
managed to fight back your aggression.
Texas: Excellent! This game is just an example of what you can do
when you have a purpose like yours, nothing can beat you; the higher
your goal, the greater your strength.
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Yet, even if my purpose is as high and noble as yours; you've got a more
difficult task, in a way… I don't mind having lost “against” you, nothing
can stop the truth, and now you are conscious of it.
As it grows in you, it will reveal all of its brilliance, but be careful...
Some people will be afraid of it; don’t you be afraid, but be prepared...
Some people will not understand.
X: Someone can be limited by society down there.
Texas: Yes, that's why you will tell them the truth, they will have a
chance.
God: Tell him about religious gambling and the religious faith.
Texas: Give me your hands young one…
Slowly X went close to Texas and allowed her to turn his palms up…
She took them gently and firmly, and by looking him in the eyes she
said…
Once on Earth you will see many people gambling with their money
and their wealth, but sometimes unexpectedly… With their poverty.
Through the continuous and stressful grinding of the system people lose
contact with their inner light. Once darkened, the subjects begin to
search for what they have lost… The source of what once was their
happiness.
While they search, they discover gambling… Through this new
opportunity and in the hope of finding their happiness back, they
experience for the first time… A bet. This is a good feel reward, a first
gamble in which the so-called beginner's luck is experienced… And it is
never by chance, or coincidence.
At that point and through the similarity that there is between hope and
faith, their mind gets confused, and their feelings mixed up, this
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becomes the moment in which the subject is hope induced to the
repetition of the hazard.
Even if they often experience a defeat, sporadically their deposit of
"faith" is rewarded with a victory.
In this way, the subject becomes hopeful.
Having had; although marginally, a positive response from that change
of “faith” they continue to do… So to speak... Offerings, and pray for a
good feeling... By betting.
When they lose... They follow the religious belief that supports
suffering as a function of a reward... To earn Heaven they return to
betting.
Unfortunately, games of chances have been created and designed to
crush souls, in fact every chance is in favour of the house.
Games like roulette are a clear example of how this system works.
Pay attention... Adding each single one-digit number (individually) to
its neighbour for each box of the triple boxes of the roulette table, and
adding the numbers of their result, will show you that these numbers
always lead to a single number… Number six; for example... 4+5+6=15
consequently 1+5=6... Or take the triple box 16/17/18... If you like...
1+6+1+7+1+8= 24... Consequently... 2+4=6... Over and over again.

This way the... Three 6... Becomes through the placement of the chips
on the gaming-table, a Mandala, that also takes the form of a Mantra in
the moment that people "pray" for the release of the number they have
bet, all this game unbeknownst to them it becomes a mystical religious
ritual;
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a very dangerous ritual because it leads to the evocation of evil entities
that through this way are able to absorb spiritual / financial energy…
Essentially they unconsciously end up praying and making offers to a
“God” that crashes and destroy them.
X: That’s incredible, the Buddhist teachings and their rituals are used in
this system. Now I understand how and why these things create
dependency…
Texas: Exactly, and there is also something else to say about the game
of roulette… In fact, it validates and promotes the law of duality
through the two colours advertised on the game table, and with the zero
as a watchful and ever present eye that amplifies its meaning; Roulette
is structured in a way that cannot be beaten, although it can sometimes
lead to a win.
God: Yes, but there is actually a way in which Roulette always tells you
the winning numbers… Every single time.
Texas: Lord... How is that possible?
God: You'll find out when our young angel will be on Earth realm, it's a
very special surprise that I've prepared for those who have faith in me.
X: Lord, who created all this?
God: You will find out... For the moment it is enough. Go to rest! A
good dream will bring new awareness.
X: That’s a very good idea I really need a good sleep, I had a very busy
day.
Texas: Young angel, one last thing... Thanks for the game.
X: Thanks to you… You are a soul player ...

♥♣♦♠
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Chapter 6

THE ANGEL OF DREAMS

The stormy and cloudy night left the scene to a pleasant and fresh
atmosphere, one of those nights where sleep is so restoring and
enjoyable…
X was resting peacefully when he heard a voice saying… “How much of
your existence is a Dream?”… Not knowing if he was still asleep or
awake he found this robust angel on his side whispering to him…
“ Shhh! I’m Morpheus, don’t talk, stay in your dream and follow me...”
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Morpheus: Here we are… As I said, my name is Morpheus I’m the
angel of dreams, I have been told that you are still a bit confused about
the state of enlightenment and also that you have only two days left
before getting reincarnated.
I accepted to bring you here until dawn, pay attention to what you see
and learn here because most of it is going to be the same once you’ll be
on Earth realm… Ok? Do not talk.
As you can see I can communicate with you without opening my mouth,
this is possible because in this reality we are connected by the universal
truth... Something that put all creation at the same level, here you can
fly, you can race a horse, lift an elephant with one finger, hold your
breath underwater forever and so on.
In this reality it is possible to get information of any kind, those hints
will be useful to you personally in order to complete tasks, to overcome
problems, to take a direction in life.
Most people on Earth realm ignore the message of dreams or simply do
not remember anything about it; sometimes because they are affected by
alcohol, drugs, or stress, they get too busy to notice anything.
As soon as they wake up their mind is programmed to go! Go! Go! And
the dream with the message is kind of lost.
Some Earth realm souls have overcome this memory blockage by
keeping a state of awareness, these kind of souls are 'generally speaking'
living a very simple life.
Shhh! I can feel your thoughts, just be patient and do not talk - you are
dreaming at the moment but you are an angel, your consciousness is
higher than when you were a human.
Do you remember how you went for a ride with your scooter and you
arrived at a destination without even remembering what road you took?
Excellent… Keep communicating with me this way, just keep your
mouth shut.
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So… As you have already found out, you were in a kind of dream state,
an autopilot for your mind that switches on as you need a break, just
like they do on Earth realm; nowadays they also have some kind of
substitute that they use in order to have small breaks…
A semi connected device with which they can merge in order to get into
an artificial world, a place where they can switch off and relax… And at
that point they can choose any dream they want, at will.
That device though uses a different part of their brain to simulate the
'Lala land', and does not allow them to really switch off.
Whoever controls the artificial world controls the fake 'Lala land'.
Ok, you can talk now, go on.
X: Ohhh! My goodness Lord… ouh! I felt like I was out of breath!
Morpheus: Yep breathe breathe… You want more?
X: Yes!
Morpheus: Ok, take a big breath then.
In the reality of dreams, people do not get to choose consciously which
dream to have; entering the dream state puts every soul at the same level
and allows them to attract what’s truly right for them.
Now… There is another thing to say...
Being worried about things does not allow people to rest properly, so
this inner state of preoccupation keeps them tired, slowed down, and not
able to dedicate their nocturnal time to dream time.
Once they finally manage to sleep properly and rest, the dream can
manifest and reveal the message - giving the person the opportunity to
ponder.
If instead the soul is not ready for the message delivered, it will
remember it with a trigger, and it will store it in a dream memory where
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it will be available but not accessible until the person is mature enough
to understand the message.
Sometimes this does not happen due to the fact that some souls do not
grow up and elevate themselves enough to be able to even receive the
message.
Sometimes people (due to love connections) can see and communicate
with passed away souls, dear friends, parents, and so on… It is real, we
all meet here… Some people think that dreaming is a fantasy with no
sense, we know it is a meeting place where we communicate.
It took thousands and thousands of years to develop such a thing… This
place is the same for angels, humans, and demons.
X: Demons dream?!
Morpheus: Yes they do… Have you ever had a nightmare?
X: Yes I have.
Morpheus: That was your consciousness on the edge of the demons
dream world… I’m sure you have learned something from it.
X: Sure I did.
Morpheus: Mate… Please… Stop flying around and come here, you
need to learn more – ok?!
X: Sorry sorry, I just like this place so much.
Morpheus: Another very important thing…
Dreams that manifest in the morning are also stimulated by the pushing
of the bladder, usually in the morning people need to urinate, before
getting up they push back… Slowly and unconsciously that pushes the
sexual energy up all the way to the liver, the lungs, and the pineal gland,
producing an altered state of consciousness, that’s when your dreams
are more, so to say, real.
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If you push your sexual energy up and up from a conscious and awake
state without expressing it sexually, you will eventually reach a cosmic
orgasm, this sublimation of the sexual energy is stimulated by the
complementary polarity of the sex partner… That is a powerful
enlightenment that establishes a connection between two and one, the
Divine; that connection is called love and it is the bridge between
humans and God.
Be aware that if you overflow your system using some drugs as a short
cut, you can have similar experiences… But it is not the same.
Instead, using your own energy and your own effort to open parts of
yourself will give you a permanent connection with the higher state, but
it is quite difficult in its simplicity.
It requires a very strong will, honesty, and compassion, a lot of it; it’s
already dawn… I need to go.
Now slowly, slowly, wake up, wake up, wake up…
X starts to stir as the first rays of dawn caresses his face… ( Thinking)
'My goodness, what a dream… I thought I was awake!' Suddenly… A
thundering noise from not so far away… An echo of something…
Something that he knew very well X: (Thinking) 'I better get ready, I've just got two days left… Starting
with a wave will set the day'.
~ Three hours later on the beach of dreams ~
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X: (Thinking) Sometimes to surf those waves is just an extension of
dreaming...

God: Hi young one, how are you feeling today? You keeping yourself
sharp?
X: Always! Today I’m zoning pretty well; feeling the rhythm with the
waves keeps my mind free, the greatest meditation I've ever
experienced, just like a musician following a music sheet… The only
difference is the master.
What you saw is also my prayer for you, my way of thanking you for
creating the waves, the ocean and everything else.
God: Good work young one, I’m very pleased with your perception of
life… Keep it up.
X: Sure I will, I love it!
God: I bet you do… Listen young angel, your time here is running
short, and we don’t have much time to spare… Today you need to learn
quite a bit of history.
X: Let's do it…
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God: It's going to be fun… Hatihasa is the angel that will guide you
through it, it will be an interesting day.
It’s very important that you meet him, because on Earth realm humans
have distorted the truth, and if you get filled up with their notions down
there, it’s possible that you will get things wrong.
X: I’m all ears.
God: Ok then, go and see Morpheus, he will contact the angel of
history.
X: Is he awake?
God: Good one… Yes he’s awake, you can find him at the temple of the
books.
X: Cool, I think it is a fantastic place, I love to grab a book every now
and then, I’ll go there right away.
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A little later on the way to the temple X stopped to ask an old looking
angel the direction for the temple of the books…
The Angel slowly moved the hood of his robe on the side and looked in
the eyes of the young angel in front of him… His presence was
remarkable, the lines of his face seemed to be sculpted by the sea and
he was wearing a small necklace with a shell as a pendant… He waited
for a moment of silence, then he started to speak…
“People talk about the past, they read history and relive the great
heroes like Ulysses, or they dream of meeting the Ancient Gods of
Olympus.
Few people know that when you connect deeply with the past, what you
are really doing is visiting the Temple of Books on the Inner Planes.
These books contain the very light and wisdom of the time they are
speaking of… Place your hand on these books, and you’ll receive the
information directly into your heart and soul... You become part of the
story, and walk in the shoes of heroes - as if you were there.
( Without taking his eyes off X the old angel pointed his index finger in
a specific direction and said)
High on a hill, looking like a Parthenon, the library awaits you.
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Chapter 7

THE TEMPLE OF BOOKS
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X: Hi Morpheus…
Morpheus: Hi young one, are you all right?.
X: Yep… I have just finished surfing… But I meet a strange angel on
the way here, he was so powerful, I wonder who he was… He was
looking at me in such a way!
Morpheus: I know who he was… He was you.
X: Me? What you talking about?
Morpheus: It’s not your time to understand that now, but you will…
X: Me meeting Me?
Morpheus: Let it go for now, we have a busy day ahead.
The other morning I only told you a part of the story, I’m glad that you
are here early because we need to go a bit deeper this time, and it’s good
that you kept a bit of the dream state gathered in the ocean doing your
thing, good work.
Are you ready for the other part?
X: Yep!
Morpheus: Ok then, this time you will meet another angel in a dream
state, his name is Hatihasa, he is the angel of history.
I will call him in the dream so you can meet him, you need to go to
sleep though.
X: I can’t just go to sleep its day light.
Morpheus: Do not worry about that, sleep… Sleeep… Sleeep…
~ Feeling the irresistible touch of Morpheus X goes to sleep ~
Hatihasa: Morpheus.
Morpheus: Hatihasa… This is the young one that will tell the truth.
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Hatihasa: Mmmm!?… I’ve never seen an angel like this…
X: Yep…
Morpheus: Be quiet… He is showing good will, it won't be difficult for
you to teach him, are you going to take him back in time with you?
Hatihasa: I will, we must take a huge leap back for the message he
needs to learn… Let's go young angel!
~ Without hesitation Hatihasa took X under his wing and jumped deep
in the twister of time ~

The angels were flying through a mysterious world of sound and light.
Before them a panorama of visions unfold… Millennia passed like
minutes, and still they go back, watching great civilizations rise and
fall… Cities being built, then crumbling to dust.
Hatihasa: This is the past young angel, be patient, this leap back won’t
be easy but the task that you have require us to go a bit further than
usual, quite a bit deeper actually... We need to dig right from the start…
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X: I’ve got a thousand questions already.
Hatihasa: Good, that’s a good sign, lets start then.
Here, lets start from here… I’m always excited when I come this far
back in time.
Young angel… As you can see the civilizations that preceded the one on
Earth now have vanished, swallowed by ground layers, by the deserts,
by the oceans and by the glaciers.
Anyhow… They have left traces; still not quite understandable, not
even by the modern Earth technological standards.
Hatihasa: Are you following?
X: Yes, I love history.
Hatihasa: The first thing they did was to destroy the traces of their
arrival and their specific planetary origin, they removed the mental code
through which they could have been tracked down from their mother
planet.
Once interrupted all physical and psychic contacts with the reality of
origin, their nature formed rapidly in accordance with the codes of the
new planet.
It happened so that after a period of observing a life that developed in a
way so different from their own, they decided to intervene in what they
did consider a state of evolution too low to be accepted.
By lying to themselves they self-persuaded that they were responsible
for the happiness of the beings that lived on the Earth realm, whereas
they operated only to pursue the target of their pride.
Through the elaboration of the genetic code, of those primitive beings
with low developed intelligence, they created new species.
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The genes of the explorers were reproduced, modified and inserted into
the stem filaments until they reached a minimum default stability,
sufficient to rapidly evolve the new artificial species.

The new creatures resulting from the genetic experiments quickly
developed remarkable intellectual characteristics and great sensitivity,
reaching high positions within the community.
The presence of those new creatures upset the social equilibrium;
creating among those who considered themselves bearers of light, first
of all discord, and later… Real and proper fratricidal wars.
The creatures of the experiments were inevitably used as slaves and
subjected to unthinkable and unnecessary tortures.
The primordial race and the one built in the laboratories ended up
merging into each other, creating different branches for physical
appearances and psycho-intellectual potential.
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Telepathy and clairvoyance became increasingly rare, not so much due
to the inevitable genetic modifications, but due to the loss of the inner
balance that allowed the chemical receptors to influence the cerebral
cortex.
Without stimulation entire areas of their brain became atrophied.
When the climate and telluric changes arrived, the lost sensitivity
prevented the civilization from curbing the imbalance of elemental
forces.
The regenerative program which had been set up in the event of an
unforeseeable disaster made the pre-existing flora and fauna survive; in
this way the various life forms on Earth were preserved from extinction.
The survivors had to merge by necessity with the life forms that
survived the cataclysm generating new branches of humanoid.
The difficulties encountered by terrestrial scientists in cataloguing and
connecting the remains of the various hominids found, lies in the fact
that every single type of hominid is a specific species in its own right,
even if some of them have merged together.
Many crossbreeds have become extinct because they haven’t been able
to adapt quickly to climate change, some others have become extinct
due to natural selection, others have survived even in the modern era.
Aware of what would happen to them if discovered, these survivors took
refuge in the most inaccessible places on Earth.
Humans as they are do not come from crossbreeds but from the branch
of the explorers.
After the stabilization of the environment other explorers came to Earth
to verify the conditions of the planet; the laboratories that the first
explorers had built were traced, and the events were established and
understood through the rediscovered documentation.
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Even if they wanted to help the inhabitants of the Earth in their
evolutionary process, the new explorers realized that the level of
consciousness of those creatures who survived was still too primitive to
properly use sophisticated technology.
For this reason they made specific settlements disappear together with
annexed laboratories, leaving only some traces, small fragments of
knowledge that would have served a more evolved and future humanity;
ready for an evolutionary passage.
Sadly in the human race this type of evolution has not yet happened,
neither gradually, nor globally.
Now young one… Let’s have a look at some more modern history.
As you can see down there… Some alien to Earth species are following
extremely secret genetic experiments with the aid of human scientists.
Their declared agenda is to add new parts to the human DNA to see if it
is possible to crossbreed two races; instead their secret purpose is to
colonize Earth using the modified human race as they please, just like
humans do when they select an animal race according to precise
objectives.
When humans genetically experiment on animals, subjecting them to
experimental tortures, they consequently trigger karmic vibrations that
attract to humans certain entities that, although technologically
developed, are in reality corrupted in their consciousness.
During the twentieth century we tried to explain to the Earth leaders the
negative and destructive value of these experiments… We were heard,
but not listened to.
X: What are they trying to achieve through this behaviour?
Hatihasa: Power over others, they are trying to avoid the awakening of
human consciousness that has been foretold and prophesized; and it is
also the reason why some governments of the Earth keep the existence
of those creatures secret and away from public knowledge.
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X: You must forgive me Hatihasa... The messengers who preceded me
were much stronger and more prepared than me, I don't think humans
will listen to me, the things I have to say to them are at best ...
Incredible.
~ A voice intercedes ~
God: Love is incredible.
X: Here you are, I was missing you…
God: I bet… Young angel all you have to do is find a not so
complicated way to inform them about what is really happening behind
their back.
Hatihasa: Do not cry young one, it’s not the end of the world.
God: Yes it is.
Hatihasa: It is?!
God: Yes it is.
Hatihasa: Why are you sending this young one down there, you’ve got
better angels than him.
God: None of the other angels believe that the human race will
understand, or if they do, they will still not take action.
Hatihasa: Yes but why are you sending him? You know that humans
will not listen, he is going to be trashed.
God: I’m not quite sure about that.
Hatihasa: What do you mean?
God: He is the only one that knows the truth.
Hatihasa: What truth?
God: The truth: In his human life he somehow managed to get to me
directly, that’s why he’s here, essentially he's still a man, but he’s also
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an angel, and something else too, other angels do not know what he
knows.
Hatihasa: So… Let me get this right, he is like you?
God: Have you ever heard of the rules of two?
Hatihasa: No, what is it?
God: When he came to me as a human he did it in such a way that I had
to give him the double edge sword, you see him so inoffensive and
peaceful, but you should not mess with him, and do not make him
angry.
Hatihasa: I see… With me he's been so peaceful, he's a model student,
but let me understand... How did he manage to reach you directly?
God: Giving up the most precious thing he ever had, he did it because
he wanted to find himself.
Not knowing that in the exact same moment… He also would have
found me.
Hatihasa: And he managed to do something like that from being
human? I am amazed; I understand, he isn't just an angel, but what is
he?
God: A unique creature… Nothing can compare to him; but let’s keep
going, it’s now time for him to see the angel of science; Morpheus wake
him up and take him out of the dream state, we don’t want our little
angel to be confused by technology.
Morpheus: Wake up, wake up, slowly, slowly… Here you are.
X: What is going on! My goodness what a nap...
Morpheus: It was more than a nap.
X: I feel like I have been sleeping for ages.
Morpheus: Well… You slept only ten minutes, but you slept in my
arms, that’s why you feel that way.
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X: I liked it, I feel so rested…
Morpheus: Do you remember your dreams?
X: Yes pretty well, I know history now.
Morpheus: I bet you do, you had a one on one with Hatihasa.
It does not happen very often to get a lesson like that, only angels that
have the most important messages get a one on one session.
X: Can you give me an example?
Morpheus: All the men and women who through their message tried to
improve the planet Earth bringing it closer to the next evolutionary
level.
They have sometimes succeeded in interrupting and avoiding wars,
improving and liberating nations, making scientific discoveries, writing
articles of universal value, making gestures for the common good.
Compassionate souls always try to find a way to return to the kingdom
of the Earth, but in their free time they have fun here.
X: Why do they come and go? Couldn't they stay here?
Morpheus: They like to help the truth, they are compassionate souls
even if sometimes it doesn't seem that way; periodically they
reincarnate as you will in a couple of days.
X: A little less actually.
Morpheus: Yes indeed, that's why you should visit the angel of
science... He can surely help you improve your technical background,
he knows all the sciences... You could go there with your scooter by
taking the road that leads to the top of the blue mountain, follow the
directions to the laboratory, it's a very beautiful road.
X: I think it's a good idea, I love mountain roads... Thanks Morpheus,
you are an extraordinary angel, I’ll see you around.
Morpheus: You will young one, you will…
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Chapter 8

DEVAVIDIAN

Wandering on the mountain road with his scooter X was thinking...
“Morpheus was right this road is beautiful, there are so many trees, the
air is fresh and all of the surroundings are so vibrant and crisp, it's like
a dream here.
I may stop under that tree there, I’m going to have a little break and
enjoy the scenery.”
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The tree of life: Oho! Young angel, I can see that you haven’t forgotten
your sense of appreciation and kindness… That always shakes my
life… And my leaves
X: Big tree - you are here?!
The tree of life: Yes… As I said to you before, in every tree there is a
bit of me - the essence of life is everywhere… And so in the trees.
X: What a wonderful surprise I really like to hang around you.
The tree of life: Come up here, climb on my branches all the way up to
the top, I would like to show you something.
X: Cool.
~ X climbs very high ~
The tree of life: How’s the view from up here?
X: That’s magnificent!
The tree of life: I can feel that you are thoughtful young one, is it
perhaps that you are worried because of your task?
X: Yes big tree.
The tree of life: Trust me, you'll be fine.
X: I’m afraid of the humans, and that I won’t make it.
The tree of life: If God has appointed you with this task, you shouldn’t
worry about it, God is full of resources.
I have to say though that it is very possible that on Earth realm people
will misunderstand your message… If that happens you’ll find yourself
fighting and defending yourself against the very people you’re trying to
help… It will be a very difficult situation to deal with… But… You
should go down there and do it anyway, what’s after the obstacle is
probably what you need to find; feel the fear and do it anyway.
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X: You remind me when I paddle into a twenty foot wave, I kind of feel
the same way... Well, thanks big tree I appreciate your encouragement; I
would like to stay longer and chat with you a bit more but I’ve got to
see an angel at the observatory, I better go… See you soon.
The tree of life: Whenever you want young one, ride safely.
~ Later, on top of the blue mountain ~
X: (Thinking) This must be the observatory, what a place!
It seems so technologically ahead in comparison with Earth standards…
God: It is way ahead… Light years ahead.
X: Hi...
God: Hi young one.
X: Lord… I’ve got a question that just came up in my mind…
God: Fire away.
X: If you know everything, why don’t you just tell me things instead of
sending me here and there?
God: Beautiful question young angel but I’ll answer you another time,
you must first meet Devavidian .
Suddenly a radiant being came out of a portal of light, his grace and
bright personality was more noticeable than usual… Behind him what
seemed like a solar observatory was standing invisible from the outside
of the portal… Still… Next to the other observatory.
The angel was calm and composed… He seemed excited, yet contained
- awake, yet in dreams.
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Devavidian: Nice to meet you young one, I’m Devavidian the angel of
science, I’ve heard a great deal about you.
X: ( Thinking ) That’s a first.
Devavidian: Other angels have told me your situation, I would love to
help.
God: I leave it to you guys…
Devavidian: Thanks, this way young one let’s go to the laboratory.
~ A little later ~
X: This is your lab? There is nothing here! What sort of place is this?
Devavidian: Because you can not see things it does not mean that they
are not there or they do not exist.
X: Quite right, but this is it?
Devavidian: Yes, we do not need tools here, not like on Earth for
example.
X: Interesting… But how do you perform your work without tools?
Devavidian: Energy my friend, it’s all energy, when someone loses
balance and has a problem we equilibrate that with pure energy… That
fixes absolutely everything, this way we are going in the right direction
keeping everything good for the good.
Science here in heaven has reached the divine; it has become through a
religious process, something that is not separate from what on Earth
they call creed.
X: I don’t quite get it.
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Devavidian: Ok let me show you… It will be easier for you to
understand... Look at this model of self reproducing/ perpetual energy.

A light is in the centre: Around it we have eight solar panels collecting
the energy from the central light, and reversing it into a storing battery
that is connected to it; that gives power to another light bulb with solar
panels around, and to the original light… And here you have it…
Forever… Science and religion; the same thing… Infinite energy.
X: I don’t get it.
Devavidian: Think simple young one, all religions all cults all
associations, even mafia, they all have a central light, a point were the
energy comes from, a leader.
Around it we can find the collectors of energy; then through the proper
channels other “lights” can be turned on… And so on and so forth…
Just as I showed you with this electric circuit model.
You see… Religion and Science are the same, I have to say though that
on Earth realm scientists and religious people really didn’t get this idea
very well, they still think that they are two separated entities… By not
taking example from the most simple observations they just make
themselves look like fools.
X: Yep... I get it, and they get well dressed for it.
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Devavidian: Yes exactly, I guess you have been with the angel of
poverty.
X: Yes I did, what a soul!
Devavidian: He’s cool… We’re both from India, we are very good
friends and sometimes we find ourselves at the temple of books... But
let's move on.
Now my young friend… I would like to talk to you about a part of
science that on planet Earth they call genetic…
Which in reality is robotic…
Unfortunately on Earth realm this thing has led to the creation of
subhuman species, destined to be laboratory guinea pigs as well as a
reservoir of organs for experimentation.
These experiments are carefully monitored in highly specialized
laboratories, and although aimed at improving the quality of life... In
reality they are a horror... And reflect the darkness.
We are concerned about the Earth and the events that are developing
because of humans; events that are following a path of self-destruction
and madness already experienced in the past.
X: Yes, Hatihasa showed me.
Devavidian: Excellent, you are starting to connect the dots now.
Unfortunately the light of the new millennium has not shown much
improvement on Earth.
X: Excuse me if I interrupt you Devavidia, with all due respect… How
am I supposed to tell them all of this?
Mad scientists, past civilizations, gambling, secret labs, faith, satanic
rituals, prophecies, aliens, angels, demons, religions, cosmic evolution,
for God sake it’s impossible, all of this is unbelievable at best.
Devavidian: I don’t blame you young one, on Earth they call these
things sci-fi, and until they can interpret these concepts as real, they will
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never be able to free themselves; on Earth they also mistakenly believe
that a religious experience is a spiritual experience, they have it all
mixed up, it's a hard core planet.
X: Hard core or not Earth inhabitants need to change and do something
even without external help.
God: It will be their choice young one, you have to just give them the
opportunity, the message.
X: Good God they already know all of this; more or less, they are not
completely dumbass… They know what’s happening behind the
curtains… But they are powerless, and you know what?
God: What?
X: I hate to say this, but I think they will only change after a big
catastrophic and apocalyptic war, where everything will be so messed
up that you will be their only hope.
God: That’s exactly what we want to avoid, will you help?
X: You know I will but… Man!
Devavidian: Humans believe they are high... When instead…
X: This is so messed up.
Devavidian: Courage young one… Courage.
X: What a mission!
Devavidian: I think our young one will enjoy a chat with the angel of
politics.
God: Good suggestions Devavidian.
X: The angel of politics?
God: Oh yes, he knows all the tricks of the trade, we allowed him in
here because not even I could win a conversation with him – So by the
rules of debate, I had to let him in.
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X: Wow! What’s his name?
Devavidian: His name is Arthazastra, he is very smart and honest… He
is the only soul that went through Earth politics and came out in one
piece, you will love him guaranteed… He loves the truth.
X: Cool, I’m interested about this Arthazastra, where can I find him?
God: He’s taking a class just behind the laboratory, he’s teaching young
angels that will reincarnate on Earth as honest and free humans with
attitude - the lesson will finish soon, go and see him, it is your chance to
learn something new.
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Chapter 9

THE UNCOMMON KNOWLEDGE OF

ARTHAZASTRA
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Arthazastra: (Addressing a small collective of students) Thanks
everyone, I’ll see you next week – we will discuss the use of common
sense in a system. Go and enjoy yourselves.
X: Good afternoon angel Arthazastra I have no name yet, God told me
to come and see you before being reinserted into a body, I need some of
your valuable advice before going back to Earth.
Arthazastra: Excellent, did you say you will go to the Earth realm?
X: Yes.
Arthazastra: Advice number one… Stay away from politics.
X: Sure, and how am I going to do that?
Arthazastra: That is your problem young one, I’ve no idea.
X: I was told that you are honest and that you love the truth, can you
please help me a bit more?
Arthazastra: Sure… Whatever you’ll say or write will be mocked,
derided... They will laugh about you at best.
You’re going to be totally useless down there - the system is corrupted
to the core. They only have personal interest and zero care for others, is
this all clear to you?
X: Let’s make sure that we understand each other angel of politics, I
already know this, and I’m pretty sure that on Earth realm they already
know this too… But while what you say might be true, it does not help
me… I’ll have to go soon, can you please help me out a bit?
Arthazastra: You see young angel, I teach here because it is honest
here… If I give you my knowledge all that “they” will do with the
acquired information will be used and twisted for their gain of power
and money: So… If I tell you to stay away from politics, so you should.
X: I understand, but unfortunately this is part of my task down there,
can you please…
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God: Give him a hand Arthazastra he’s doing his best, you both love the
truth.
Arthazastra: Does he love the truth?
God: Just like you, just like you do.
Arthazastra: Ok then… Come close young truth lover, give me your
hands and look me in the eyes.
The way and the moment in which Arthazastra spoke those words made
X aware that the vibrations of that angel were getting much higher than
usual; feeling that energy made him approach Arthazastra very slowly,
trying to connect with him as best he could.
The powerful angel sensing his apprentice feelings invited him a step
closer, then with a firm grip he grabbed his hands, and looking into his
eyes started to speak…
Aeons ago the harmony of the skies was shaken by a great conflict, a
polymorph entity opposed the cosmic harmony claiming the supremacy
in denial of the Divine creative project.
This Entity is obeying only the nastiness dictated by the fury of his
rebellious rage… Rage that threw it far away in the universe, relegating
it where his own disharmonic vibration could have been absorbed…
The Earth.
It was then that the Earth realm became prison and prisoner at the same
time; slowly the planet and the Entity became a unique body.
Since then Earth realm is pervaded by this obscure energy that leads to
the corruption of spirituality, souls of every kind got corrupted there.
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This is because on Earth realm the individuality has become identified
with the egoism; the original racial differences comprehended as
complementary to one another were slowly distorted and twisted into
racial competition that took the shape of dominion over others.
Very few people succeed in being a part of a community and live
accordingly, some indigenous populations have been terminated for it.
The inhabitants of Earth realm are progressively losing the capability to
utilize their gifts of the spirit… This happens because instead of
utilizing the body as an instrument of consciousness and evolution they
let the physical aspect of life guide their actions and feelings.
Many times we have asked humanity to behave with more awareness, in
a more spiritual way, and to influence the system with ever greater
strength of opinion and with honest and heartfelt peaceful actions.
Our intention was to help them to have a deeper and more balanced
understanding of creation.
… Unfortunately the guides that we chose have been heard, mostly, for
the duration of their earthly life, to be soon after substituted by some
egoistic individuals, that in their stupidity, did utilize the revealed
knowledge only to acquire power over others.
If knowledge is not wisely used it progressively weakens, and becomes
corrupted for objectives and substance.
On Earth realm the elite ruled by the descendants of the ancient
explorers have built a controlling system based on finances, every single
state on Earth realm is more or less influenced by them.
Politicians are carefully selected by this organization in order to follow
their orders and plans… They have a very smart and secure system to
progress their agenda.
X: What system?
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Arthazastra: They give fragmented tasks to a specific and
differentiated group of people, at a point where these workers will never
be able to know in full what their product will be used for.
This puzzle of tasks is encrypted with alphanumeric codes and does not
allow them to understand the real objective of their work, ensuring the
secrecy of the operation even if some worker could reveal some of the
information.
The leaders of this secret society and each nation involved communicate
their orders and directive through their spokesman so as to keep their
identity secret.
X: And you came out of all this?
Arthazastra: I searched God within my heart, and he answered me.
X: I'm sorry I didn't want to interrupt you, please continue.
Arthazastra: They can decide the development, the margin of risk, the
move of capitals, the review of leadership and any thing that will impact
the world economy, including wars.
X: Sorry sorry sorry… Just pause for a minute.
Are you actually believing that the power of the truth will be able to
change and modify all of this?
Arthazastra: Definitely not, as I said before, you can tell them
anything, all the truth that you like; humans are powerless against these
kind of things. This association will blow up the entire planet before
giving up.
X: I agree, this is what I was thinking too - what is the point in all of
this? I just don’t get it… It seems that everything leads to a total
destruction.
God: For the love of all the creatures on Earth, I will give them a
chance, even if it seems impossible and against all odds.
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You… As you know my young one, you are not as strong as any other
angel, but you are the last… The last and the only one that can do this.
I know that it will be difficult, but you are the closest thing to them.
When you reached me I realized that humans could still do it, that they
still have a chance, it is that... That gives me hope… Having faith in me
is for me to have faith in you, and in them.
X: Thank you for your trust, but if I am… So to speak... The worst of
your angels, the Entity will probably tear me to pieces.
God: She can’t do it.
X: Why?
God: You have his blood, he can not do anything to you… You are his
Karma… And that’s why you are the last one.
X: “

“

Arthazastra: Oh my God! He is the son of the Entity? How?
God: One of the demons possessed by the Entity had an affair with a
woman… Normally nothing… But he actually loved her; In that spark
darkness and light fell together into one soul... Your soul young one.
You are that connection, you are light and darkness, you are the perfect
balance of two, none of these two forces prevail in you, and that’s also
why I give you the double edged sword.
X: And so this is why…
God: Yes, this is the why of all the things that you know and do in the
specific way that you know and do.
X: I need some time...
God: Sure you do…
Arthazastra: Lord…
God: Let him go Arthazastra… Let him go.
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Arthazastra: I want to help him.
God: You will… You will…
Arthazastra: Send me to Earth with him.
God: You really want to go on Earth? You didn’t even want to share
your knowledge with him a few minutes ago…
Arthazastra: I change my mind he needs my help.
God: You are an incredible angel Arthazastra but the Entity will feel
your presence and target you as soon as you reincarnate.
Arthazastra: I don’t care, I’ll never miss the opportunity to help that
little angel… He doesn’t fully know who he is yet, and for nothing in
the universe I want to lose the chance to be by his side.
God: You really do understand who he is…?
Arthazastra: Yes I do.
God: Then you’ll be his first knight, you can reincarnate any time you
want, just don’t tell him yet tho.
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Chapter 10

VERA

Walking outside on his own X was gazing out into the vast reaches of
bliss and harmony of heaven, savouring every drop in his heart and
reflecting within himself…
Life is the most incredible thing, I thought that heaven was the goal, but
instead it is the place where the journey begins.
I’m happy to have a great purpose, I’m happy to have great friends that
help me out, and I’m happy with what I do… I really hope that
everything is going to be fine down there.
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Vera: Young angel!
X: Vera… You’re here.
Vera: Yes, I was going for a walk on the hill with my ukulele.
X: Nice, can I join?
Vera: Sure you can, you see that big tree up there?
X: Yep!
Vera: That’s my favourite spot to play some music, in ten minutes we
will have a crowd!
X: Really! That sucks!
Vera: What did you say?
X: Ah nothing! Let’s go…
Vera: You are a bit strange today, what is it?
X: I do not know how to say it, it’s difficult; why don’t you just read my
mind this time.
Vera: Sure, come close and give me your hand, it is easier this way.
Vera: Ouh! You really really love me ah!
X: Not that! The other part.
Vera: Oh, ah… Oh boy! That’s something…
X: You know now, that’s why I’m a bit unsettled.
Vera: I think a song will help sort you out, music from a live instrument
will balance you a bit.
X: I think it is a fantastic idea.
Vera: I’m going to play… Somewhere over the rainbow.
X: Love it, I’ll sing along with you.
Vera: Somewhere over the rainbow… ♫♪
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X: Way up high! ♪
Vera: Dreams really do, come true uhuhuh! ♫
X: Someday I'll wish upon a star ♪
wake up where the clouds are far behind, meee! ♫
Vera/ X: Somewhere over the rainbow… ♫♪
~ A few moments later ~
X: Thanks Vera I feel better, music is such a bridge… You can put
anything on it and it will go right there no problem.
Vera: I put all my love for you into that little song young angel.
X didn’t know what to say… But Vera with a swift and cute kiss said…
Vera: When you’re going to be on Earth realm listening to that song
you will feel better.
~ Then… After a long hug...
X: I have to go now, I need to clarify all that I have learned today…
Vera: That’s fine Manu, I’ll see you before you leave I guess.
X: Yes you will.
Vera: At the tree of life?!
X: Excellent idea… It will be nice to see you there.
Vera: Count on it.
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Chapter 11

NOUN AND NOUN
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~ Few hours later at home ~
Noun and Noun: Knock Knock
X: Just a moment I’m coming… Hi, how can I help?
Noun and Noun: Hi, our name is Noun, we are the angel of army and
the angel of religions, God told us to come and see you for dinner,
we’ve brought some really good pizza, what do you reckon?
X is somewhat surprised, as both Angels spoke the same words at
exactly the same time... It was like some strange sort of stereo had just
shown up.
X: Pizza ah! What about the beers?
Noun and Noun: Right here mate, nice and cold, the angel of the
brewery made it for us, believe me they are the best in the universe, five
percent consciousness and alcohol free, pure bliss.
X: Pizza and beers ah?! Are you trying to get me used to Earth realm?
Noun and Noun: Yes we are…
X: Come inside the house you two… I love hot pizza and cold beer, are
you guys clones or something!?
Noun and Noun: We are homozygote twin angels... Clones are the
closest artificial thing to gemini like us… We look alike but we are not
perfectly the same, before and after birth we had different experiences
that our brain elaborated differently, changing an infinitesimal part of
our DNA.
X: This pizza is delicious!
Noun and Noun: Drink this beer!
X: Ahh! This is beer! If all the angels were like you ...
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Noun and Noun: You would be always drunk...
X: Haha! There are two things in life that I’ll never be prepared for.
Noun and Noun: And what would they be?
X: The twins.
Noun and Noun: Haha!
X: But let me understand... How did you two become angels?
Noun and Noun: We are angels for a very particular reason… In our
previous life we died trying to save each other, we were enemies at first,
but considering the situation we ended up helping each other.
The moment we died we understood how silly it was to be in war and be
divided by some ideology.
In seeing our last understanding and love for each other God carried us
in heaven and made us born here as twins.
Our job is to help young angels connect the dots between the events that
happen on Earth, in fact... Nothing is a coincidence down there.
X: Could you possibly explain yourself better?
Noun and Noun: On Earth... In order to prevent the connection
between the events, any important news is transmitted in an inadequate
and unreliable way.
X: I see... Arthazastra told me about the Elite.
Noun and Noun: Precisely them; through cultural educational
institutions and information systems they can make things appear in any
way they want.
X: While in reality...
Noun and Noun: Exactly... Thanks to the predisposition of some
individuals to become servants of any power that satisfies their
selfishness, the Entity behind these Elites manages to manipulate the
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economy, which is closely linked to wars, terrorism, epidemics, and
natural disasters; all these events we assure you... Are not only
predictable, but also reproducible and manageable.
X: I got it I got it… But you guys… What did you two do as enemies?
Noun and Noun: I dealt with the corruption of the academic and
religious world.
X: What do you mean?
Noun and Noun: From my high office I opposed the truth, suffocating
every voice that came up with new ideas and points of view; things that
differed from the established concepts, and that sometimes required
changes.
Through a group of people that I carefully selected, I managed to
accredit all the proof that confirmed what was convenient to me,
rejecting and ignoring the rest, thus transforming a hypothesis into a
thesis… So as to maintain the established concepts.
This arose from my mistaken idea that if humanity had discovered the
true matrix of the human race, all religions would have lost meaning as
custodians and interpreters of the mystery of creation, questioning the
basic pillars of humanity and causing problems to the system.
X: Ah! Nice job… And what about you? What did you do on Earth?
Noun and Noun: I was in charge of the laws and the armed forces.
From my high office and through the laws I made sure that nations, and
populations with ideals of freedom authorized and accepted government
policies so heavily in contrast with the goal of democracy, freedom, and
professed ideals that at the end… Of what they did… Only the reason
was recognized, and no longer the motivation.
X: Ah! Cute as a job - worthy of your brother... How long have you two
been here?
Noun and Noun: One week.
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X: So that mess on Earth is your fault!?
Noun and Noun: Partly...
X: And why were you enemies!? It seems to me that you were on the
same side.
Noun and Noun: We ended up having divergent ideas and aspired to
the same position.
X: Enough... I don't want to know any more… I'm tired and I'm going to
rest. I just really don’t understand how it is possible that God allowed
two of your kind here in heaven.
Noun and Noun: We sincerely regret our past, helping you is a relief
for us.
Noun and Noun: God's love is for us an incomprehensible,
inexplicable, we are deeply grateful and faithful now.
X: Good night, I'm going to sleep.
Noun and Noun: He’s gonsky.
Noun and Noun: Yes he’s gone, he’s mad at us.
Noun and Noun: I think so…
Noun and Noun: Maybe he was just tired, I think we should let him
rest.
Noun and Noun: We didn’t tell him why he has that scar on his right
eyebrow.
Noun and Noun: Yes but we should let him rest, lets go quietly…
Ϲ ~ The next morning ~ ☼
X: Good morning.
God: Good morning young one.
X: Sorry about last night, I was so tired.
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God: It’s ok, don’t worry about it.
X: Did you spend the night watching me sleep?
God: I always do… Any good dreams?
X: Yes I’m pretty sure I was dreaming of my future life, almost like a
self prophecy.
God: And what did you see?
X: I have seen myself going through a very difficult life, viewing how
those experiences will shape my future.
Strangely, I was also taken to see how scientists were unable to decipher
that in the genetic code, in addition to the physical and psychic
characteristics, there are also the experiences linked to the bodies in
which the soul was previously reincarnated.
God: That information and those memories are reactivated with painful
occurrences that every now and then the subjects experience in their
lives, sometimes some of those experiences are frightening because they
feel extraneous to the existing life.
X: The heritage of knowledge that is inside a person can also be
activated through meditation, the practice of physical discipline, yoga,
or constant inner reflection, all of that can make an individual go back
to the light.
God: Well done young one, you’re making good progress.
X: Thanks, I’m doing my best.
God: Last night before leaving the angels of war and religion left you a
note, you slept so deeply that they preferred not to wake you up, you
should read it.
X: I'll read it right away, you never know with those two...
God: What does it say?
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X: It says that through the manipulation of people of low status, generic
criminals and people committed to organized crime, the Entity instigates
crimes which consequently stimulates the development and
implementation of control and surveillance systems.
All this, through governmental and private agencies, will result in a
microchip that will be inserted into humans beings soon after birth; thus
blocking dependent criminals and making sure their bank accounts are
constantly under control, avoiding any illicit trafficking and eradicating
criminal associations at their roots.
The Mafia leaders and their followers and offspring will no longer have
the opportunity to escape and to accumulate wealth, yet at the same time
honest people will be marked and controlled. Trapped… Humanity will
be trapped.
God: A good morning message.
X: Call it good morning…! I just hope that they wake up…Would you
like a coffee?
God: Sure… Today is your last day here, I’ve got a surprise for you.
X: Nice, I like surprises… What is it?
God: You will meet your parents.
X: "

".

God: Yes, don’t say anything, I’ll do the talking.
You must know that your parents are here for a very particular reason, a
reason that goes through their incomparable love connection; I would
prefer them to explain the details of their story... But it is necessary that
I give you a brief...
As you already know your father is a demon, which means that he could
not live in heaven - on the other hand, the love your mother has for him
is so great that it is not possible to separate them... That's why she
became the spirit of the black forest here in heaven... The only place
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your father can live without showing his evil nastiness... I think the
three of you need to catch up a bit... I warn you though, your father isn’t
like the average heavenly creature… In the forest he’s a loving being,
out of the forest he’s still a demon, just keep that in mind.
Your mother is the most beautiful caring and loving spirit, nothing
compares, go and see them.
~ In the meantime ~
God: What kind of tears are those young angel?
X: Of…
God: That’s who you are.
X: Lets go.
God: Excellent, the forest is located at the bottom of Mount Zion, you
know where it is right?
X: Sure I do, just a question before I go there, what are their names?
God: Your father’s name is Sudra Amiva, it means good demon, your
mother’s name is Kala Vana, it means black forest.
X: Thanks I’ll get my scooter ready and I’ll go.
God: Good idea young one, I’ll ask Vera if she wants to come with you.
X: That’s the greatest idea you had this morning.
God: I know my angels…
X: Hurry up.
God: I just communicated with her telepathically, she told me that you
can meet her at the entrance of the black forest as soon as you’re ready.
X: Bye!
God: It's definitely not the speed you’re missing….
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Chapter 12

THE DEMON
IN THE FOREST
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X: Hi Vera…

.

Vera: Hi Manu...
X: Not yet pretty!
Vera: Yes I know, but I like that name.
X: Do you know why we are here?
Vera: Yes, God told me, lets walk through it.
X: Sure, have you been here before?
Vera: Yes, many times… When I’m here I can feel the spirit of the
forest; all my birds are happy to wander around this beautiful place,
they nest here.
X: I love having all these birds around when I'm with you, the most fun
is the colourful parrot.
Vera: He’s very cheeky, I’ve had him with me ever since I was on the
Pleiades system… He was my animal guide in my previous life, then
came the fantail, the swan, and the peacock, all the rest I met them
here...
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X: It’s so cool that we can interact with them as close friends, their soul
is helping in difficult moments and stages of life.
Vera: Yes, and not just birds, any animal has his own soul and can help
in many different ways; when evolved living beings are connected as
one, they can also connect with any life form telepathically, and ask or
command anything.
On Earth they have discovered the use of radio frequencies, Bluetooth
and Wi-Fi, and they can now understand the basic foundation of the
original connection between living beings; they think that a drone is a
modern and innovative device, but in reality is only an involution of
life; in fact communicating telepathically with a bird is by far more
advanced than using a Bluetooth with a drone.
X: I still remember the first time an animal communicated with me on
Earth, it was incredible.
Vera: What animal was it?
X: A humpback whale.
Vera: Wow… It is a very advanced species; they have enormous
knowledge; (sigh) if only humans could remember how to reconnect
with them... They would certainly rediscover many things about
themselves.
X: What do you mean?
Vera: Humpback whales and other creatures have the ability to
telepathically communicate specific information; they can bring
important messages about the evolution of the planet, like the white
Migaloo. What did the whale tell you?
X: It was so special that I prefer to keep it for myself.
Vera: I understand, I’m glad you had a moment like that on Earth realm.
X: Yep, that was one of the best moments of my earthly life.
Vera: Here, look what I found…
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X: It’s a mushroom what about it?
Vera: Yum!
X: Yum?!
You’ve just eaten the whole magic mushroom, are you crazy!?
Vera: It is yummy.
X: Yes, sure it is, now you’re going to hallucinate.
Vera: No, I’m not.
X: No… Why not?
Vera: In heaven those mushrooms have no effect, you can eat hundreds
of them, they won’t give you any side effect.
X: Are you saying that if I eat this dotty one I will just enjoy the
flavour?
Vera: Yes, exactly that! Only on Earthly realms and only unenlightened
beings get the effect of psychoactive plants.
X: Why is this so?
Vera: Enlightened beings have a consciousness that has passed the level
that the psychoactive mushroom can give them.
On the other side unenlightened beings can take advantage of natural
substances that can give them a glimpse in a higher reality for some
time; it is a little bit like when you are asleep and you dream, just awake
though.
X: This is a very interesting topic - what about if I ingest one of those
substances down on Earth.
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Vera: At first you’ll be affected just like any human… In time as you
develop your soul to a higher consciousness those substances will
unsettle you.
You’ll probably get tired of it because they give similar experiences if
you’re not improving spiritually… And you can feel like you are stuck
in a loop.
X: I understand… I hope everything is going to be ok down there, I’m a
bit scared about Earth realm.
Sudra Amiva: And so you should son.
X: Father!
~ Suddenly out of nowhere, from the depths of the forest the demon
appeared before the two angels.
His presence was commanding, dominant; his size was impressive; but
the strange light in his eyes was the most powerful and mighty thing;
the two angels stopped for a moment… Then…
Calmly, and with an unusual elegant and refined voice…

Sudra Amiva: Hi Vera.
Vera: Hi Sudra...
Sudra Amiva: I’m sure you’ve been told the reason I’m here son…
X: Yes.
Sudra Amiva: Come close do not be afraid, in here I just look like a
demon.
Vera: Go on Manu it’s all good… I’ll wait for you at the lake on the
other side of the forest.
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Chapter 13

LAST PROPHECY
OF THE DEMONS
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Sudra Amiva: You have grown up.
X: God told me why you are like this.
Sudra Amiva: Yes of course, but that was just the beginning. There is a
special reason why you are here.
X: What special reason?
Sudra Amiva: A long time ago I was an angel dedicated to preserve life
on Earth realm, I had a lot of skills and I was supported by many angels.
One day God asked me if I wanted to accept a difficult mission, one
where I would have to lose myself completely, to the point of becoming
a demon so corrupted and so bad that only pure love would have
brought me back to the light.
Once a demon I could infiltrate between the Entity lines and see if we
could find out what scheme she had… And I did! But I became a lost
soul.
Only the love of your mother for me could awake my sleeping heart and
make me love again… She was my only hope of coming back to
heaven… So she decided to reincarnate to find me, to save me.
As you can see, without her love I couldn’t be here.
Once a demon it is extremely difficult if not impossible to get out of the
powerful reach of the Entity, even here.
The positive side of this whole story is that I discovered her master
plan, the scheme that will allow the Entity to take over the Earth and
humans completely, and that is the special reason and why… You are
here.
X: The truth.
Sudra Amiva: Yes, and this part of the truth can only be told by a
demon, no angel can know what I’m about to say, once I finish you’ll
have to reincarnate because what I’m going to say to you can not stay in
heaven.
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Once the truth of the demons is spoken I’ll become an angel again,
today you will save us, and at the same time you’ll be ready for your
task.
~ From the depths of the forest a flowing wind cuts the scene between
the two; a voice intercedes ~
Kala Vana: Tell him the truth of the demons.
X: Mother! I can hear you…
Kala Vana: My son… Soon we’ll be able to be together again… Light
be into you.
Sudra Amiva: Let her go, we have a lot of work to do.
X: Can I have some water.
Sudra Amiva: Let’s go to the little stream, the water is fresh there, you
will be able to quench your thirst.
X: Sure.
Sudra Amiva: My dear son, I must start our conversation with a tough
topic.
X: Fire up…
Sudra Amiva: I must tell you about the Entity and human sacrifices.
X: Almighty God, do you really not have anything better to talk about?
Sudra Amiva: I’m sorry it’s important
X: Go on then!
Sudra Amiva: So far the Entity has been forced to keep balance
between the forces that regulate the planet, this has happened due to
some ancient rituals that have forced it to do so... But.
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Because of the mistakes made by humans, there has been a deterioration
of the Earth system, this instability is just about to explode in a
devastating way.
The energy liberated by the natural process will be incorporated by the
Entity, which will be able to break free.
Anyhow, she doesn’t wish to destroy Earth realm because in time she
has become identified with it. The real purpose is to take over the Earth,
governing it according to its will by depriving human beings of the
freedom of thought and action.
In this way the Entity wants to demonstrate the fallibility of the divine
creation, knowing that on Earth her project could become reality
through the mental and spiritual manipulation of the human race.
The Entity has sneakily suggested to some men to utilize human
sacrifices in order to obtain the favour of the elemental forces; air,
water, earth, fire.
This principle is based on a great truth; every organism, mineral,
vegetal, animal, lives and encloses inside an enormous amount of
energy, the energy is needed to keep and fuse the spirit into matter...
Breaking the bond between the matter and the spirit liberates a great
energy that gets back in circulation, and to the elemental forces.
Death is happening in the moment where the energy consumed during
the course of a natural life is not able to keep the bond between the
spirit and the material body.
When death happens prematurely the energy liberated is greater than
when it happens in a natural way.
Usually the energy goes towards the element that needs it the most, so
that the balance between the forces can be restored or kept, avoiding
any elemental problems.
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X: Are you saying that for every single imbalance there is a
correspondent natural calamity that through body soul fission of living
beings gets enough energy to bring back the balance?
Sudra Amiva: Yes, and at the end of each calamity the order is reconstituted… This kind of swinging of events has a cycle and it is often
calculable... Humans can deduct this from the traces left by old
vanished civilizations.
X: Hatihasa did show me…
Sudra Amiva: In the past there is the key for the future.
The moment in which it’s possible to foresee the approaching of the
energetic crisis of the elemental powers, is the moment to liberate
enough correspondent amount of energy in order to avoid any possible
natural calamity.
This is the reason why ancient civilizations have adopted the human
sacrifice as a ritualistic instrument of stability.
The mystic aspect of those ritual sacrifices has always been privileged
because through the collective identification and the participation of
masses the amount of energy liberated is greater.
Ancient civilizations preferred and privileged the offering of assent
sacrifices; in fact the conscious offering of oneself belongs to an
evolved being that needs an amount of energy to stay with the material
body superior to the one with not much evolution, and for this reason it
is able to liberate a stronger amount of energy.
Humans are excellent for this kind of thing because they are the more
evolute beings compared with the other creatures on Earth.
The crucifixion and the killing of highly evolute beings is the proof of
this, at the death of Christ they had earthquakes, eclipses, and other
catastrophic events due to the strong amount of energy liberated.
X: What about when there is war and millions of people die?
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Sudra Amiva: In the not so distant past an elite that originated from the
early explorers, and that was subjugated by the Entity, has developed
the ability to foresee and predict the moment when the elemental forces
are about to become unstable and out of balance… In that moment, and
through means of corruption and manipulation they create wars and
plagues of all kinds at will.
They divided people and nations in order to rule over them, they created
some religions, languages, parties and monarchies, then used the
believers of these associations as human sacrifices when needed.
It was the Jewish, the Christians, the Buddhists, the Communists, the
weak nations, the Nazis, the black races, I can go on and on for hours
about sacrificial races…
X: Patriots…
Sudra Amiva: Yes patriots… The unwanted war of Vietnam is a clear
example of what they can do when they need to balance the elemental
forces… American patriots of any political party, and communist
patriots were the perfect sacrifice for it.
In the modern era, the favourite victims are Muslim extremists, who are
willing to die for their faith.
Those sacrifices keep in balance the elemental forces of the planet with
the “willing” scission of the body/soul.
In the past Jewish have been used often because they are the so called
'chosen one', a refined race for sacrifices… Religions are the stables
where the various and diverse faithful flock is kept, ready for the
slaughter.
That is why and how good willing nations and religions unconsciously
serve the Entity.
X: So how do we keep the forces in balance?
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Sudra Amiva: The only acceptable sacrifice is the compassionate and
conscious sharing of goods, where all give and take is part of the same
project of life, regardless of the physical and cultural differences. The
last supper was an example. Human beings need to reconnect within
themselves, and consequently to the planet, and the elemental forces.
X: Just give me a minute, let me drink some fresh water… Ah! That’s
refreshing…
Sudra Amiva: I’m going to have some too.
X: I have to say… I never expected a conversation of this kind.
Sudra Amiva: Well… On Earth no one talks about these things, most of
them don’t even know it; but a few do.
Religious leaders, politicians, gurus, priests, kings, prime ministers,
queens, presidents, rich business men and women… They are all afraid
of losing what they have.
X / Sudra Amiva: Their golden cage!
Sudra Amiva: They all know that there is something wrong with the
world, something that they can not explain, something that disturbs
them, keeps them divided… Powerless perpetrators of a system that
rewards them externally, and devours them inside.
X: The angel of history showed me where those people have built their
bunkers in case of wars or catastrophes.
Sudra Amiva: Useless…
X: What do you mean useless?
Sudra Amiva: Take what I’m about to say as the last prophecy of the
demons... If those kind of catastrophes were to take place the bunkers
will hold the elite and rich people only for a short time, whereupon the
seismic disruption and the underground magma will infiltrate them
crashing or blocking the exit routes.
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At the sight of the magma in the bunkers some of these elite people will
prefer to commit suicide with a gun shot to the head rather than feel
death by fire; in that moment they will create their willing human
sacrifice, which will liberate the energy of the body/soul, bringing
balance to the elementary forces.
X: I believe these people are very confused, and I can also see how the
karmic wheel will eventually take them.
Sudra Amiva: You are right, they are confused, the Entity has
subjugated them through her subtle and sneaky manifestations. How
much do you know about her?
X: I understand a bit.
Sudra Amiva: Ok, I’ll increase your knowledge in this regard… It will
help you recognize people corrupted by the Entity and to respond
accordingly… Remember… Bring light into them.
X: I'm listening.
Sudra Amiva: The Entity is deception and cunningness, she gets the
spirit of people by cheating them through desires and dreams, using
their limits, fears and defects: It was her that suggested to the ancient
explorers to genetically shorten the duration of human life so that it
could be better controlled.
The Entity is bad habits, be wary of drugs and alcohol, they are a
double-edged sword and leave your defences low, making you
vulnerable.
The Entity is violence, crystalline… Over the centuries it has remained
pure, true, sincere, untouched, without “lies”... And for these reasons it
resembles “the truth ” the right thing.
Kindness over time has instead been corrupted by the double purpose, it
is not authentic, and for this reason it resembles a lie. People therefore
tend to do...” the right thing.”
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Anger and hatred are the vassals of violence, and allow the Entity to
feed on the energy of negative feelings as a daily bread... Avoiding
violence would starve it... You have never been created for these kind of
things, following them hurts you.
The Entity is lust, try to avoid feeding yourself with some other being
for your personal satisfaction, I'm not just talking about physical
pleasure, I'm talking about the greed that makes your pleasure the only
goal of existence… Lust is using the other, depriving them of their
identity.
The Entity promotes selfishness and ignorance; it’s not a coincidence
that those who ignore their own bodies, minds, and spirit, seeking only
their own pleasures and interests are chosen as servants of the Entity...
Base your knowledge on the connection between you and the creator.
The shrewdness of the Entity is mimetic… Like a snake in the grass, it
is the changing skin of violence which is expressed in the most
disparate ways… It can make look what is right wrong and what is
wrong right, leading you to error...
X: Father… I know that one day I will probably have to meet the Entity,
do you have any suggestions in that regard?
Sudra Amiva: You must undertake a path of knowledge with the pure
intention of knowing yourself… By doing so she will not be able to
confuse you…
You also must love the reason why God created it… Without Entity you
couldn’t grow up, you wouldn’t have an enemy to love... But an enemy
remains an enemy... Even if for you this thing is a little different.
X: Father… I’m afraid I must ask you this, what about if I get killed?
Sudra Amiva: Well, that is an interesting question to answer… As I told
you before human sacrifices have the ability to balance energetic crises
of elemental powers.
X: Then?
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Sudra Amiva: Then follow carefully… As I’m your father… Without
any shadow of doubt the Entity is your grandfather.
If you get killed before your time and the Entity does not get his
lineage… Earth realm will go through what they call hell, not because
of God’s punishment, but because of the rage of the Entity and the
imbalance of forces.
God does not kill his children, what is written in the prophecies and in
some sacred books was subsequently modified because of the Entity,
she influenced the translators; the prophecies serve as a warning and do
not need to be necessarily respected for the negative aspects that they
predict.
X: I know what you say, I was given the code of the sacred texts at the
temple of books.
Sudra Amiva: Excellent; If your message goes the right way peace and
balance will return on Earth, Entity to God, human beings will move to
the next level of consciousness, and extraterrestrial civilizations will be
able to reveal their presence once more, it is a winning situation for all,
but if your soul is disembodied before the time… Only a few will be
saved.
X: Are you saying that billions of people will die?
Sudra Amiva: All of them, the cataclysm will be unprecedented… Just
a few will survive.
Entire continents will be turned upside down and terraformed, the
nations that populate those territories will be buried alive.
It has already happened in the past, and it is for this reason that in the
mines in addition to the sought-after metals, hundreds of meters deep,
there are semi-fossilized tools and objects that should not be there, those
tools are the remains of an ancient Earth / soil mixing.
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In his infinite love the creator had planned that Earth realm would have
been inhabited by different kinds of civilizations until the Entity could
again feel as part of the eternal love.
Through you the Entity has the opportunity to go back to loving God by
feeling part of it.
Killing you and taking away from the Entity the possibility of returning
peacefully to its Creator would be their last mistake, her wrath would be
uncontainable…
The macabre precision with which the Entity knows how to inflict
punishments is unrivalled… And they will not die in a simple and
painless way, before expiring they will suffer in an unprecedented
manner, long dying, praying for their own death... But the death will
flee from them.
The Entity does not forgive, and does not Forget.
X: Father... Why did the Entity rebel against God?
Sudra Amiva: Because she couldn't understand herself... She didn't
understand how it was possible that God had created a creature like her;
so in contrast with the love that surrounded her.
The Entity is the primordial energy that opposes God and through which
the infinite love realizes the evolutionary process of the earthly
creatures destined to willingly and consciously go back to him.
X: Is she the one that in the prophecies we call the Beast?
Sudra Amiva: No son, I’m the Beast... She is far more powerful than
me.
She used me as a shield, as an image, as a deceiver.
No one really knows about the Entity on Earth, they all think it is me
and nothing else… I was for her what Jesus was for God.
Jesus was killed with violence, I was killed by love.
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The image and concept of “Beast ” that is left on Earth is essentially
referred to everything that prevents and limits any growth of the soul
that is on the route to the creator, it is the exact opposite of the altruistic
love. If the living creatures would have only goodness they wouldn’t be
able to make any choice, and then they would have to remain statically
the same.
It is effectively through the overtaking and refusal of the temptation
generated by the Entity that humans walk through their tiring,
marvellous, and exciting spiritual trip. Every element of creation has
importance and performs the job that has been assigned, even the Entity
in the horror of his malevolence.
During the aeons she developed mimetic and hypnotic capacity’s,
assimilating in time the more interesting mental shapes that were given
to her, in fact it is represented not just in monstrous forms but also with
astonishing beauty.
The message inside his multiform aspect is that the mutable shape
shouldn’t be valued on its own but only as a functioning container. She
can be anyone at any given time…
At a proper time every being will have to face the essence of the Entity
which attacks the weakest spot that characterizes the subject.
Every defect carries the seed of virtue and vice versa, that can make
possible the evolutionary change.
Once passed the temptations of the Entity the subject is immediately
projected into the next evolutionary level; every civilization must go
through individual and collective tests.
Human beings have been created in God’s image… And so has the
Entity, this is why they have features of both.
X: I get it… But how can humans globally allow the Entity to take over
their lives? They can not always be in a bad mood or in a rage or
jealous, envious, in war, and so on and so forth.
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Sudra Amiva: Good question, let’s have another sip of water…
X: Yep, good idea.
Sudra Amiva: Now... You need to know that the Entity is sensitive to
magnetic fields, those magnetic fields create an immediate contact with
her similar to an involuntary evocation, but not for this reason less
efficient than a conscious one. Through this channel the weakest
subjects are easily hypnotized and brainwashed by the obsessive mind
of the Entity…
Which is particularly good at delivering subliminal messages in the
field of information, regardless if transmitted through images, sounds,
the tactile, emotions, cellular breathing and more.
One of the plans of the Entity is to insert a device inside human bodies
in order to be constantly in contact with them, influencing their decision
making all day and all night… Obsessively.
X: I fully understand what you say, the twin angels told me about it but I
thought that the microchip was only related to the financial aspect,
while in reality…

Sudra Amiva: The reality is much worse than it seems, that microchip
will prevent other evolved beings from periodically reincarnating and
help humans on planet Earth.
You see… Once reincarnated they would be marked… And
consequently not be able to go back due to the influence that the Entity
would exercise on them through that device.
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That microchip represents a breach, a point break… A point of faith that
can not be crossed… And that's why you're the last one my dear
surfer… There is a specific prophecy on Earth that talks about you…
X: A prophecy? What are you talking about? What prophecy?
Sudra Amiva: The prophecy of the angel with one foot on land and one
on the sea.
X couldn’t say a word, he knew in his soul that his father was telling
him the truth, and acknowledging his words with an assertive look
remained in silence.
Sudra Amiva: Let’s keep going about the Entity…
She has the desire to block the development of humans also because
they are in a form close to her; she operates through the vibration of
which human beings are made, she knows them as part of herself.
Through humanity she wants to hit the Creator… Hitting the weakest
child to inflict maximum pain on the father; it is up to them to show the
will and strength of their spirit.
X: Father, do you believe that they will understand?
Sudra Amiva: I believe they will, but I don't know how they will react,
most of them are powerless, you’ll have to help them, and they will
have to help you help them, they need a centre… I also believe that the
elite, the religious, and political leaders will understand very quickly
what you’ll write…
X: God told me that I just have to write a book.
Sudra Amiva: Yes it’s true, and the book will have to do its job, but
knowing them your task at that point will be just at the beginning.
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X: Father how am I going to reconcile religions who do not believe in
their respective scriptures; for example ... Christians and Orthodox, and
also Muslims ... They don't believe in reincarnation ...
Sudra Amiva: When the world will fall on them, they will understand
that you were trying to save them from their fixations; every religion
has received a shred of truth, if they don't join togheter with their truths,
they will all fall with their lies... You won't have to do much, let them
understand your book, give them your message and leave them free to
choose.
X: Father your aspect is changing, you slowly look more like an angel
than a demon, I can feel your consciousness rising.
Sudra Amiva: I feel different... It feels good!
X: You are beautiful… You’re getting your wings back… And your
light… Wow! You are my father?!
Sudra Amiva: Most certainly I am.
God: You are back Sudra, I’m proud of you.
Sudra Amiva: I’m back to you celestial father
God: And you will live in the glory that you deserve.
Sudra, at the little lake on the other side of the forest your soul mate is
waiting for you, she’s also now returning to the angelic form… Fly to
her… She’s waiting.
Sudra Amiva: One last thing for you my son; remember to always
listen to your heart, he will tell you who you are...
~ And he flew away ~
God: Not you young one, keep me company, let them be.
X: Sure, that’s a good idea actually.
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God: I have a surprise for you young one…
X: I do not know about your surprises, you are always kind of fishy
when you bring me surprises.
God: I guarantee that this one is good, but first… After all the sharing
that you had with the angels, I have a question for you...
X: Fire up.
God: Which one has been created first, humans or machines?
X: Machines.
God: Why?
X: Because it’s easier to build a robot than a human being, once built
you put it in a different dimension with the consciousness of “You”
until willingly it realizes that violence will not get it anywhere, and at
that point - by overcoming temptations and giving up the thing to which
they are most attached - he or she automatically connects with the
supreme force, and becomes a conscious machine.
That is why the Entity is trying to bug them, guiding them in the
opposite direction.
Unconnected human beings obey a binary code - typical of a machine, a
computer - this is also one of the reasons why they try to create a virtual
reality in which to identify themselves and become...
God: Stop there, do not say any thing else, there will be a better time
for it.
X: Ok then, where is my surprise?
God: Come this way and I’ll show you.
~ Just around the corner ~
God: Do you see all those angels playing in the grass?
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X: Yeesss…
God: Well, they all agreed to help you out in your next life, they are
going to be your friends during your task on Earth realm.
X: How wonderful, but how will I thank them all?
God: There will be no need for it, the joy of friendship is the greatest
thanks…
You need to know that some of them will be taken by the Entity at a
certain age - they’ll sacrifice their life to help you and humanity…
Some of them won’t recognise you down there and they’ll probably end
up doing things not to be proud of… Try to bring light into their life.
Instead some of them will resist the temptation of the Entity and will be
able to bring light within you, even if sometimes it will feel harsh.
X: I told you that you are fishy… How am I going to bring light to a
friend that has become an enemy? Or into someone who’s thinking to be
good and instead is the complete opposite? How will I deal with it?
God: Very good question my dear angel… I’m going to to say
something very simple to you right now, but very important; and that
can help you deal with the confused souls, sit for a moment.
X sat comfortably in the position of vajrasana, with the back straight
and a regal composure he payed attention to something that seemed to
be extremely important…
God: I’m everything... I’m the sun, I’m the planets, I’m the atom, I’m a
leaf, I’m a tree, I’m female and I’m male in any direction you want to
see, there is nothing that is not me, including nothing.
So I tell you that I’m human as well, I’m you and you are me:
When people on Earth pray “God”, in that precise moment they deny
me into them, denying that they are me and that I’m also them; they
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pray as if I’m somewhere else or someone else… And their prayer
becomes the tool of division with the rest of them, or the rest of me if
you want. They are the part of me un-united, split, divided and in denial
of their true nature.
When you catch the waves and you are grateful, your joy is a prayer and
a thanksgiving; you use your body as an instrument of consciousness,
and you do not pray to me as if I’m somewhere else… I’m you and you
are God...
When you see something or someone remember that it’s me or you if
you want.
X was looking at the angels playing freely in the grass, the angel
Arthazastra saw him, and having a weak spot for the young messenger
decided to approach him, and with a soft tone of voice said..
“The ultimate goal of creation is to recognise itself in its creator.”
X was speechless, but a question arose in his mind...

X: But Lord… If the Entity is also you in that form, why is she really
trying to mark humans?
God: Do you know what humans do when they have cancer?
X: They “mark” the afflicted area and once the cancer is removed they
follow some specific treatments to get better.
God: Exactly, and that’s what’s going to happen to them if they get
“marked” - same thing.
X: I understand but many religious people were just confused by the
Entity, they are nice people, how can you allow such a thing to happen?
God: Religions always talk about faith and they have made faith their
main characteristic, they are going to be tested on faith, they have to
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believe in you… That’s why you cannot do miracles, you are going to
be no one… But you know who you are, and so…
When you’ll be with them I’ll be with them; lets see what they’re going
to do… Lets hear their thundering voice.
X: Ok I got it… So they have once more the opportunity to see God
inside themselves; or through me, either way can work, that’s very
smart, I like it.
God: I’m glad you do, but don’t forget that the Entity has corrupted
them and they are in denial.
X: Ok I understand ... But one thing worries me though ... The nations
on Earth have linked their law and politics around religions, what will
happen to them?
God: The technological level that humanity has reached on Earth is
sufficient to progress further; you will propose the instant voting
application to the whole planet.
X: Instant voting application?! What a heck is that?
God: It's an application that instantly allows the totality of the
population to vote on government decisions at any given time.
People will then be able to implement democracy at any given time, at
any time of day or night; it is easy to bribe a politician or group of
politicians who can favor multinationals at will and with the touch of a
pen... If there is a law that needs to be passed, the law will be voted on
by the population instantly, the politician will no longer have the burden
of making decisions, and people will have the certainty of having made
that decision ...
If someone commits a crime, the judges will give the population 10
different sanctions to choose from, plus 2 sanctions chosen by the
people...
Of these 12 sanctions "one" will be voted by the majority of the people;
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that will be the chosen punishment, and it will be by the people, by the
majority, this process will take place in three days and will go through
the application of the instant vote.
There will be a substantial number of judges who will ensure the
transparency of the process and a voting station will be built in each
area of each city.
For example ... If a politician is found guilty of treason against his
country, that politician will be judged by the people, in a truly
democratic way.
This system emulates the human body's immune system, where if there
is an infection the whole body works against that virus or inflammation
in order to heal and be healthy... And because it emulates the human
body, it rapresent every single human being right from the start, people
can not say that it doesnt rapresent me...
X: Sure... And what about petty crimes?
God: Same... If the crime was committed in zone 5 of the city, the
population of that zone will decide, but the decision will also be open to
the whole nation …
X: Rrright... They going to burn me together with my little book, you
know that politichians and corporations dont like interferences in their
doing...
God: That will be last mistake they make... Trust me... I can be brutal.
And hey, if they dont like you... Don't worry, leave them to their short
destiny.
X: Sure… Just a personal question… What about Vera? She read my
mind when we were up the hill.
God: I see, you are so much like your father, well... Vera stays in
Heaven.
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X: Fair enough… Do you think there is anything else that I have to do
around here?
God: Nah… Just enjoy yourself for the rest of the day.
X: Cool, can you do me a favour?
God: Sure.
X: Can you tell Vera that I’d love to see her at the Tree of life.
God: Done.
X: Thanks, I’ll see you around…
God: Yep… Anywhere you want.
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Chapter 14

COSMIC TRUTH
AND THE HOLY GRAIL
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Vera: Here… I’m here young one.
X: Nice to see you Vera, I finally finished my tour of angels and I got
some time.
Vera: That’s cool, come with me I have to show you something.
X: I’m coming I’m coming, you’re in such a hurry…
Vera: Look at this…
X: Wow, that’s such a blooming forest...
Vera: Let’s go there together…
X: Finallyyy!...
Vera/X: ”

”.

A blooming tree: My goodness you two.
☼ ~ After an infinite amount of time ~ Ϲ
X: You are the immensity.
Vera: Everything starts from two Manu.
X: Hey where are you going!? Where are you going?
The tree of life: Let her go, she is a creature of the universe.
X: I can’t believe she just vanished like that, how is that possible?
The tree of life: She went to the next level of consciousness…
X: Next level?
The tree of life: Well… It is your “fault”.
X: My fault!? What are you talking about?
The tree of life: Well…You gave her a cosmic orgasm.
X: Oh for God’s sake, that’s not fair!
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God: Yes it is… You’ll see her again.
X: I just started to enjoy myself here!…
God: I know I know… Let me tell you… She brought a bit of your love
with her to the next level, so that you can stay connected with her in a
higher spiritual level.
Even if you go on Earth’s lowest level the balance of the two will bring
you here once you pass your earthly life.
X: Fine…
The tree of life: He is getting smart.
God: And quick.
X: C’mon you two I know you’re up to something, what is it?
God: … It is time my dear young one.
X: Is it?
The tree of life: Yep.
God: You need to go to the gate of heaven… The great guardian, the
angel of life and death is waiting for you there.
The tree of life: Tell him about the black horse.
God: You need to take the black horse in order to find the gate, only he
knows the road to it. The stallion is at the stables on the observatory
hill ... The sages up there have prepared it for you.
They have also developed the first optional order to be delivered on
planet Earth, the order will be transmitted by the Italians, they will be
the first to receive it, the first to implement it ... If they want to.
X: Italians? They are a mess…Why Italians?
God: It is their karma, you’ll be born among them, in a very special
place… And trust me… Italians have incredible and unique skills.
X: If you say so...
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Thanks for your help big tree… I’ll see you on my way back.
The tree of life: I’ll be around.
X: Are you coming?
God: Always.
~ Soon after at the stable on top of the hill ~
X: Good Lord this is the most beautiful horse I’ve ever seen.
God: Caress him, bond with him.
X: I just love it, I can feel his heart beat.
God: And he can feel yours.
Crowd of sages: (Speaking telepathically) Take him, he’s ready.
He will go where your heart goes; no kicking or pulling.
These are the optional orders, and this is the first optional order for the
Earth realm, it's called green card… Read it.
X: The green card is a simple system that can bring humanity to an
acceptable level which will then be used to transmit the second optional
order.
The green card also serves to understand if humanity is ready for the
next level, if the rules of the green card are not respected the second
optional order cannot be delivered, humanity will be left to the chosen
destiny, whatever it will be.
God: Do not write the content of the green card in the English version.
Reveal it in the Italian version and later in the French one. Give
humanity the next optional order only if the previous one has achieved
its goal.
X: Ok…
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God: Beside the facultative orders my young angel, I have a special
order for you and for humanity, but only you can perform what I'm
about to say; no-one else shall do this task but you.
X: Ok...
God: Grab a Bible and a wooden cross of the same size from the
basilica of Saint Peter in Rome and go to the Kaaba in the city of
Mecca; once there, grab a Koran, then remove the black stone in the
centre of Kaaba and replace it with the closed Bible and the wooden
cross on top of it. No-one shall remove it.
Then go back to Rome in the basilica of Saint Peter and place in the
centre of the basilica the closed Koran you took from Kaaba and place
the black stone on top of it. No-one shall remove it.
X: And do you think that they will allow me to do that?
God: Only the seven thunders can answer you… The completion of the
order I just gave you will establish a covenant with me.
X: Ok... But why the green card?
God: Because you have to start with the simple things, and gradually
increase the difficulty.
X: I see... Anything else?
God: Yes, if they allow you to proceed with your orders your next step
will be Israel; here is what you'll have to do in Israel...
God whispered in X’s ear something wonderful that filled the young
angel with joy.
God: But do not write anything about it yet...
X: My God this is so cool... That's beautiful.
God: Yes, just keep it secret until the time is right.
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~ The Crowd of sages noticing the substantial difference in size between
the angel and the horse telepathically asked the young angel…
Are you scared to fall? ~
X: I wouldn’t have jumped on this horse if I was scared…
God: My angel… Go!
The black horse started to run downhill as fast as he could.
Without a trail… Without a path that can be seen the two reached the
valley of dreams…
Creatures great and small admired the black beast and his rider flying
through the green springy grass.
Riding without tomorrow the two passed the desolate steppes of
wastelands, the cold passage of ancient lakes, the freezing mountains of
wisdom…
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Chapter 15

THE ANGEL OF LIFE
AND DEATH
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X: (Screaming) This is riding…
Black horse: You are the lightest angel I've ever ridden with, I feel like
I'm riding alone ...
X: You are the wind black horse, go go go!
Black horse: As you wish young one, as you wish.

The two were riding timelessly in an unknown place between worlds…
The mountain passage was already behind them, and the sun was gently
coming down when the black horse started to slow down.
A mellow vibe glade close to some big trees and a stream was just
ahead; then… Looking up, towards some clouds in the blue sky...

X: (Thinking out loud) There it is, the gate of heaven, what an
incredible structure! I’ve never seen anything like it.
The angel of life and death: And you’ll never see it anywhere else.
X: You are the guardian....
The angel of life and death: Yes… Please call me Mate Ora.
X: Sure, I never thought that angels could be so big.
Mate Ora: Angels have many forms… To look after a big gate you
need big angels; how are you feeling?
X: I don’t know, I guess I must do it now.
Mate Ora: Indeed, let the horse go.

~ A little moment after one more caress ~
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X: Thanks black horse, riding with you was a special time… Go free.
The black horse took his last caress with his head in X’s arms, then
gently and with a royal posture started to walk in the beautiful green
forest and disappeared.

X: I wish to see and ride this horse again one day.
Mate Ora: I think that there is a good possibility for that to happen.
~ The two started to walk slowly towards the gate ~
X: So it is time ah?!
Mate Ora: Yep! But first you need to get your names.
X: My names?
Mate Ora: Yes, every angel gets a name here just before passing the
gate, those are yours.
X: That many?!
Mate Ora: Well… There are lots of tribes waiting for you on Earth…
X: I can see that.
Mate Ora: You can pick one that you like for yourself, the other names
will be imprinted in your soul as a message for the tribes on Earth
realm… So they will be able to recognize you... Like this one for
example... Emanuele.
X: What does it mean?
Mate Ora: It means “God with those” it has Jewish origin.
X: And what about that one?
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Mate Ora: Alem, this is the combination of your names and in the
Arabic tradition means “world leader”.
X: And that one?
Mate Ora: Lai, in Chinese culture means “ to be trusted”.
X: And what about that one?
Mate Ora: Aramu is your name imbedded in the Bible code.
X: I see… They are all important names.
Mate Ora: Yes they are… And this one in particular is a gift from my
tribe, it’s a special name and belongs to our culture, our prophecies and
our tradition, once on Earth we would like you to be known as… Manu.
X: Manu... My gratitude to you and to your ancestors Mate Ora, thanks
deeply, it is a beautiful present and an honour to have it... What does it
mean in your culture?
Mate Ora: It means bird, but in the Hindu tradition it also means “ the
first man”... And trust me... The honour is ours.
X: Mate... Why is the gate shaking?
Mate Ora: It is your wave smashing the door.
X: My wave?
Mate Ora: Yes your wave, and this is your board.
X: It’s my favourite one all fixed up… How come it is so new?
Mate Ora: The knights of the sea have fixed it for you ... Take it… Go
through the gate, you'll suddenly find yourself in the ocean...
Surrounded by nature everything will be calm and beautiful, surreal.
A half mile in the ocean abruptly out of the deep blue a huge wave will
swell up, the most beautiful and perfect wave you have ever seen.
By approaching you it will cover the light of the rising sun...
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And you’ll love it.
And you’ll paddle for it… Like never before…
Taking off from the sacred union you’ll descend fast, cutting the curved
line...
By indulging in her divine power she’ll quickly curl up on herself…
You’ll cross that shining blue darting on that immense and wonderful
wall of water...
And you will see the light through it.
And you’ll feel your heart beating for the first time.
And you’ll live in her.
Its essence will be launched beyond the sky, colouring your soul and
wrapping you up with the colours of the sea.
Void in the immense, sun in the storm... It will push you to the limit of
your possibilities... Defying your resistance... Your being.
Challenging you every moment…
And the challenge will be accepted...
And the challenge will be won…
Until glory...
Until the light...
Out...
In a breath of wonder and hope... On what will be... The dawn...
Of your life.
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Mate Ora: But now tell me young angel, what are you hiding in that
little backpack?
X: These are my notes, you can keep them if you like...
I have put them in my heart, once on Earth I'll put them together...
And I’ll write a book with it... A book for life.
God/X: The book of life.
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And the strength to follow it.
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CONCLUSIONS
The planet Earth has now reached a sufficient technological level to
access the next evolutionary stage, however, human consciousness has
not yet reached an acceptable level that can allow humanity to follow a
technology that pushes to go further.
The ever-increasing population / energy demand, and the supply sources
used on Earth are limited, and pollutants.
If perpetuated those would lead to an unacceptable degradation of the
planet / unbalance of elemental forces (those two things are related but
they are not the same thing)... Humans are a living species that threatens
its own survival and the survival of the planet in which they live.
The various religions and political parties cannot save and take
humanity to a higher level because they belong to a degree of
civilization that need to be left behind in order to access a higher
standard of evolution; with them (as they are) humanity cannot go
further.
You are adrift on a planet that is in disarray because of the choices you
make and follow, none of your humanitarian associations and no nation
can stop the mechanism that has been triggered... That “you” have
triggered... You are not capable of undoing it, you do not know its
hinges, I can see you try but because of your conflicts of interest you are
destroying yourself... Clearly nothing to prove scientifically, you
already know all of this.
The Entity has now taken over the planet through the manipulation of
the human race, its final touch will be the mark, and from that moment
on, no one will be able to help you anymore; you are sinking along with
your choices... Pushed into you or not… Choices that you somehow
make and keep by actions… Proclaiming them right and true, but that in
reality...
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Make babies and keep telling yourself that they are the future is an act
of cowardice if you know that they will have no future in a world that is
getting worse and worse every day; not a difficult understanding to
reach these days... Still, abortion isn't a solution, trust me I could have
been one... What about you?
It is very possible that during this time of evolutionary passage
humanity will have to go through some tormented and painful
experiences, some could be avoided, some minimized; just be aware of
it and keep in mind that unfortunately you have pushed yourself to this
point, still... You can choose which way it’s going to end...
That is also why the self-defence systems are alerted; the evolutionary
passage will happen anyway; with many or few, be aware of it or not,
one way or another.
Praying to a God that is only believed to be on the outside, above, and
separate from yourself is punctually keeping humanity (piece by piece)
separate from the divine within… You can deny anything you want,
even that God isn't in you (atheist) or isn't you (specific religions), and
allow those who tell you to do so to keep you that way.
When that part of you is suppressed (with your permission) they can
make decisions for you, and you inevitably do what they tell you to do,
whatever it is, even against your interest ... Someone notices it,
someone does not; whoever does things unconsciously feeds this system
passively, whoever is conscious does it actively, but both support this
madness... I know that you start to “see”, and see them for what they
really are, it's obvious; they belong to a system that kills the human
spirit.
I know you are afraid, that is what feeds them, that's what they create...
You shouldn't be afraid of faith tho, even if for you it represents the
unknown...
It can not possibly be worst that what they got to offer.
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You have to keep in mind two important things ... One ... The microchip
that should be implanted on women and men feeds on the bioenergy of
the human body and leads to a permanent physiological change.
This device through nanotechnology it is able to cure people from
various pathologies but it is also capable of interfering, programming
( RNA) and modifying (DNA) the chemistry of the human body by altering
some receptors necessary for the achievement of a higher spiritual level;
once dimmed or swiched off these receptors can no longer be activated,
and failing to connect with the nadis and chakras (energy centers of the
body) they will not be able to allow the spiritual awakening of a person
physiologically, and already from a young age; not having the human
being any longer the possibility and therefore the ability to grow
spiritually, it will inevitably fall prey to evil.
Two ... The masters and spirits who periodically born or reincarnate will
no longer be able to do so because they would be trapped in this reality
from which they will not be able to get out; at the death of the body they
will no longer be able to re-access the supreme reality of which they
belong and from which they originate; this because the low level of
spiritual vibration reached it will not allow them to do so ... This is the
true purpose of the microchip ... Blocking the spiritual growth of a
person and of humanity; avoiding the teachings of high evoluted souls
who periodically dwell on this planet ...
A world without spiritual guides will be in a total state of panic,
destruction and war, humanity will be leveled and whoever accepts the
mark will end up fighting against those who try to save them and vice
versa. Brother against brother.
The use of the Internet will be dimmed, limited and restricted in order to
avoid communication between "people and people", money will not be
considered anylonger legal, and exchanges in the form of barter will be
practiced by those who do not accept the microchip; in this way the
population will be divided and commanded, and it is also probable that
my writings will be prohibited.
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Blocking the development of human beings permanently also means
blocking the development of other terrestrial and non-terrestrial races
that are connected to planet Earth and are on the path to the creator, this
is not allowed because it is like jamming and controlling a mechanism
of evolution shared by all free creatures.
Masters, Gurus, Pastors, Priests of good will, of every religion, I am
writing this little sentence to you in particular, I have been trying for
twenty years to reach you, but at best you always say that mine are
fantasies ...
Twenty years ago you could still say that, now? I know that what I say
can be annoying and can appear “obscene, blasphemous, horrible, and
totally out of it” but I have the right to say it, and the right to say who I
am, if you don't like me I understand it, but I am what I say I am.
Why you practising what you don't want to become ... Why?
Is it what you want?
The day that cash will be completely absorbed and implemented in
digital applications and therefore in the microchip under the skin you
may understand, but I don't think you'll be able to go back.
It will be really good if you could put aside your divisions and start
listening for real; and stop practising what you don't want to become.
I would like to clarify something very important about reincarnation;
some souls that are born on Earth have only that one life to live because
they reach an acceptable level for other realities (Biblical-Muslim
religions that contemplate one life) so they are born only once and do
not reincarnate.
Other souls, on the other hand, take a different path and reincarnate
several times on Earth, if for example they acquire (being born) human
semblances but live their lives in an animalistic way, their low level
souls will re-enter an animal form that largely can contain its margins;
to give an example ...
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Take two USB stick, one of 64M and the other of 16M.
If the data entered (over a lifetime) in the 64M key (human being) are
only 8M, whoever has been entrusted with that capacity will then be
entrusted with a smaller USB (being an animal) after death.
If the data entered (over a lifetime) in the 16M USB (little evolved
animal) is 16M, who has been entrusted with that capacity will then be
entrusted with a larger USB after death (human being or more evolved
animal form).
So... Both religious groups, the eastern and those in the west are right...
Now... There is two things that can happen to religions... One, you fall
with your divisions. Two, you raise with your truth; togheter.
Anyhow, the way that religious people think does not necessarily
change the next reincarnation state, that depends on what has been
learnd, what has been known, and the use that has been made of it, and
other variables; religious experiences and spiritual experiences are two
different things, but they are part of the one and the whole.
There is a precise plan that can bring planet Earth and the human race
into safety, this plan goes through the facultative orders, and obviously
needs your participation and approval, but you need to make a choice,
the choice of one.
A choice is a voluntary act, rational or impulsive, it does happen in the
moment in which one or more alternatives arise.
It is the action of choosing, a preference given to multiple things or
people that are considered better... By picking one or more than one you
can translate that consideration in a subsequent action.
Do not think that I am a savior, I am only here to give you a choice, you
must be the one to save yourself through your choices, but... Whereas
that people are not always able to go on a spiritual path, and reach
enlightenment, and considering that even wanting to do such a thing
would take quite a long time (and you don't have it) the creator gave to
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humanity faith ... Faith is the simplest miracle, but also the most
difficult considering how things are at the present moment on Earth.
Faith is the only thing that can save you from the catastrophe at the
present moment ... There are other things that could be written in this
book, but certain things must be said face to face.
Whoever you are, man or woman, I urge you to think about the way
things really are, get yourself together, find some space and some time
for yourself, then stop and think about it…
Even with the facultative orders and the improvements that they can
bring, it won’t be the end of suffering; it will only be an opportunity to
still have a choice, an opportunity… To still be able to reach the Divine
within you... The real end of sufferings.
Now please, lets go back to the preface of this little book for a moment,
in the part where I say that there are two versions written into one...
Which one have you read? The fairy-tale? The real one? Thank you, I
hope you enjoyed either way, you can now put this book down and
believe whatever you want to believe.
If you have read the true version you know that the next chapter can
only be written by Humanity... Stick with it, and see how deep it goes...
Stick with it, and I will help you write that chapter... In fact...To start
the journey in the right direction I left a white page at the end of this
book; that's for you, for your name, for who you are; make it your own
book of life, and not just mine... If the blank page I left you is not
enough, and is already full of names, don't worry; take a piece of paper,
write your name and attach it to this book as you can; if someone wants
to mark you, tell them that you don't want it, and that your name is
written in the book of life.
The ultimate goal of creation is to recognize itself in its creator ...
Emanuele
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